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Playboy editor discusses men's ri ts
By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer

Asa Baber speaks in Hauk Auditorium.(Lachowski photo)

Asa Baher. men's rights advocate,former college professor.and
contributing editor of Playboy
magazine, spoke last night to a
capacity crowd in Hauck Auditorium.His appearance was sponsored
by the Guest Lecture Series,an oncampus student run organization.
Haber, who writes a monthly
column called Men in Playboy,has
incurred feminist ire with some of
his controversial ideas.
"Universities have been totally
derelict in allowing any studies
about men," Bailer said. He stated
that there are 30,000 courses on
women's studies in the U.S. at 500
universities and colleges.
Baber also said that in the era of
political correctness "that people
are more and more uncertain about
what to say" and that others are
easily offended by certain language. That statement was fol-

lowed h i ikin apoloex by the
speaker if he offended any audience members.
He also stated that in the current era of political correctness
that men are often perceived as
having an imaginary negative sign
over their head. This negative sign
is the symbol that a man is an
oppressor, aggressive and therefore awful.
"That bothers me," Baber said.
Baber believes that education,
such as men's studies, can help
solve this problem. He stated that
if the purpose of women's studies
is to learn about one's self, and to
grow from that,then men's studies
may have the same beneficial effect for men.
Baber also read from his upcoming column to be in the February edition of Playboy, entitled
Misogyny'sSister. Thecolumn was
about misanthry, or the hatred of
See BABER on page 16

•State Senate

O'Dea discusses run for State Senate sat

Editor's Note: This is the final
installment of a multi-past series
where membersofThe Maine Campus' editorial board int-mit-wed localcandidateseifupcoming key elections. For more information on local and state eandiates and their
V1CW.C, aS well aS l'0111:,Q and rceis-

tration informalr,;N, look for The
Maine Campus' Votcr's Guide in
the Monday„Voy. 2 paper.
John O'Dea.27.is a recent graduate of the University of Maine
who has served as representative
for District 130 in the Maine House
of Representatives for four years.
He is currently running for the District 130 seat in the Maine Senate.
O'Dea has served on the Joint
Standing Committee on Education
for four years and the Joint Standing Coinmittee on High School
and the University of Maine for
two years. O'Dea is an avid outdoorsrnan and is President ofMaine
Search and Rescue Does
W'hat made you decide to run
for the Maine Senate instead of
running for your seat?
I had served two terms in the
House of Representatives. I
watched the job that was done by
the current state senator,Steve Bost
and was pleased with the work he
had done. Indeed as my senator. I
felt very well represented by him.

WhitSteve announced that he A as
not going to run for re-election. I
had to decide what I wa.s going to
do and I took a jump at the senate
seat, I'm in the process of taking a
jump at the senate seat.
The Senate, as you know, is
much smaller, only 35 members
and it would be fair to say that it is
a far more conservative party and
could use a shot of new blood.
Do you feel you have enough
experience?
I feel I have a lot ofexperience.
One of the most important things
in the legislative process as far as
I'm concerned isn't experience per
se. Experience in Augusta means
experience making laws, dealing
with the committee process,knowing parliamentary proceedings and
knowing how to work a bill through
the system. Those are things anybody can learn, you could train a
monkey to do those things. When
you elect a legislator, you are electsomebody because oftheir values and because of their stands on
issues as well as the mere mechanical things. As far as experience.
do I have any experience to do it?
Most definitely but I would not run
on experience. personally I'd rather on what I'm about and what I
stand for.
Would you say that it is more
impoi tant to ha N e fresh iews in
the Senate than experience. rupee*. who ha% e been there for
awhile?
its like with anything. people
talk about turnover in the context
of term limits and everything else.

•Faculty Senate

Faculty Senate
demands
ROTC change
By Nicole Austin
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
Faculty Senate took a stand on
ROTC and its policies regarding sexual orientation Wednesday.
Kristina Passmart. associate
professor of classical language
and literature, presented four
part resolution to the Senate during Wednesday's meeting.
"The discrimination within
the ROTC policy needs to be
resolved by Fall of 1994 or the
Faculty Senate will urge UMaine
to disassociate the ROTC from
the campus." Passman said.
She said the Faculty Senate
upholds the university's policy
on non-discrimination and the
group doesn't feel anyone
should be disenrolled from a
campus organization based on
their sexual orientation.
The main concern of the
senate was to avoid "waffling"
on the chscnnunation issue.
"We want a statement that
has a little bit ofstrength,"Passman said. "We can't have any
affect if we don't take a stand."
Virginia Gibson, vice president of the Faculty Senate, expressed her concerns about how
effective it would be to throw
the ROTC off campus.
"By throwing the ROTC off
campus,we harden a chance for
change," Gibson said.
If the university were to
Sec SENATE on page 19

r-•Fire
John O'Dea, State Senate candidate (Kiesow photo.)
There are people who have been
there for twenty years who are truly great, effective legislators and
there are people who have been in
Augusta for two years who are
truly great. affective legislators.
By the same token who are down
there who have been there for any
length of time who are nothing but
Do you support term limits?
I do not support term limits, I
never have. It's a politically popular bandwagon to hop onto. I believe that voters have the power to
limit terms everytime they go into
the voting booth and I simply don't
support them. I think that if someone is serving their district well, I
think they should he able to keep
serving as long as the voters keep
sending them hack.

What will some of your top
priorities he if you reach the senate?
Number one pnonty is maintaining funding for education. The
state budget has been cut substantially over the course of the last
three years, education has taken a
beating and we're at a point now
where any further cuts will impair
the ability of this state to compete
economically in the next century.
We simply can't tolerate it anymore.
To compete economically, obviously in this state worker's compensation is a very big issue and
it's expensive, your opponent said
you voted for the current package.
Whatare your viewsand what
See O'DEA on page 20

Fire
reported
at Oxford

Students in Oxford Hall were
given a rude awakening yesterday morning when a fire in a
cardboard recycling bin set offa
smoke detector.
The alarm *era off around
6:45 a.m.. and the fire waF
promptiy put out by a sole/eon
wielding a fire extinguisher.
Orono Fire Department
quickly responded to the call,
ensuring that the fire was properly extinguished.
The cause ofthat fire has not
yet been determined.
See FIRE on page 19
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WorldBriefs

over failed doomsday
• Worshippers attack preachers
shooting rampage
• Australian man kills six on
lake
• Scientists measure Loch Ness
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•Doomsday

South Korean worshippers react with Man goes on shotting spree, killing

anger to lack of predicted doomsday six, including ex-lover
SEOUL, South Korea i AP) — Disillusioned w orshippers attacked preachers
'Thursday who had led them to believe that doomsday would come.
Most leaders of the Seoul-based Mission for the Corning Days church. which had
predicted that Wednesday would bring the beginning of the end of the world, said their
timing had been wrong.
Police said church leaders could be charged with fraud.
Some of the church's estimated 20,000 believers, many of whom had left their jobs or
sold homes to prepare for the expected end of the world, reacted angrily.
After doomsday services ended early today. worshipers threw hymn books at one
preacher,cornered and slapped another and pulled one from his pulpit and heat him,Korean
media reported.
Knife-wielding attackers seriously injured Tahk Myung-hwan. 56, a cult expert
and director of the International Religions Research Institute after he visited one
church.
Tahk had handed out leaflets demanding that doomsday leaders be investigated and
prosecuted for creating social unrest and spreading false teachings, police said.
He was hospitalized with stab wounds in the back and arms and undetermined internal
injuries but was expected to recover, doctors said
Critics say the mentally troubled and the insecure were easily lured by the
doomsday predictions and government officials accused the church of creating a
social crisis.
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By Ma
Vo:unte

SYDNEY, Australia(AP) — The classified ad in Wednesday's Central Coast
Expre :s newspaper was addressed to 23-year-old Kerry Gannan at the nursing home
where she worked: "But I still love you. Mac."
her father, pregnant
Ms.Gannan never got a chance to read it. She was killed,along with
Tuesday
rampage
night in three
shooting
a
in
I8-year-old sister and three other people
coastal communities north of Sydney.
Police believe the ad was placed by Malcolm Baker. a 45-year-old auto mechanic who
was charged with six counts of murder and one count of attempted murder in one of
Australia's worst massslayings. Baker dated Ms.Gannan for several years before she broke
off the relationship about six weeks ago.
Angry friends and relatives of the victims began gathering outside Gosford Local Court
hours before Baker's arrival Wednesday.
A man and a woman were ejected from the courtroom after threatening to kill Baker.
"Don't think about reading any long books!" the man shouted.
The goateed.slightly built Baker did not enter a plea,and Magistrate Bruce Butler ruled
out the possibility of bail. The next court hearing was scheduled for Dec. 18.
A member of the Gannan family,speaking on condition of anonymity,said a court had
ordered Baker not to contact Ms. Garman after they broke up.
Channel Nine television quoted unidentified sources as saying authorities revoked
Baker's weapon's permit and confiscated a cache of weapons from him several weeks ago
after he allegedly harassed Ms. Garman.
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Japan pledges aid to
former Soviet countries

3

TOKYO(AP)— Japan Thursday pledged 5100
million in new aid to help the shaky new governments of the former Soviet Union survive another
harsh winter and continuing civil unrest.
U.S. officials said a $100 million corn purchase announced on Wednesday by the Agriculture Department. an
attempt to boost the price of corn betore the presidential
election, also would be donated to the straggling former
Soviet states.
The announcementcame as industrialized nations met in
Tokyo to consider how to help the region. Acting Secretary
of State Lawrence Eagleburger was among officials from
about 70countries and 15 international organizations represented at the talks.
Japanese officials put aside a territorial dispute to offer
the cash. noting that shortages of food, energy and other
basic needs could lead to dangerous instability in the former
Soviet nations.
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Scientists measure lake
LONDON(AP)— The Loch Ness monster has a
lot more water to swim around in than anyone thought.
British scientists — who have an open mind about
whether the legendary creature really exists in the Scottish
lake — say they have measured the depth to 788 feet.
That is 34 feet deeper than Sir John Murray gauged in
1903, the last time it was done.
The survey this summer was carried out from the Nom egian-owned Siinrad. a 150-ton vessel stuffed with the latest
sonar and other scientific gear.
— Loch Ness may be even deeper as we have to look
again at some of Simrad's 7 million soundings. which
indicate a depth of 846 feet." Nicholas Witchell. a broadcaster and co-founder of the survey. said Wednesday.
Underwater video pictures showed no obvious sign of
life. The unpolluted loch, made murky hy myriad fragments
of peat ashed off the land appears to he almost sterile.
"The water is low ir, nutrients so there isn't much for
plants and animals to feed on... said Colin Curds. zoology
professor at London's Natural History \Ius.eum and a member of the survey
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•Uberia

Rebels attack capital city

5

•Explosion
ki1.12,, 1 31

wounds 4

MONROVIA, Liberia (AP) — Liberian rebels
TYRE. Lebanon (AP) — A roadside bomb exThursday fired rockets on the headquarters of a
ploded near Israel's southerri "sec urity zone'• Thursseven-nation West African force defending the capday, wounding four militiamen and shattering a
ital, terrifying the city's residents and shaking the morale of day!ong lull in a
confrontation that has left 1:3 people dead.
the defenders.
security sources said.
Thousands of refugees were trapped by the fighting. hut
The sources said the wounded militiamen belonged to
no one was reported hurt in the attack. said Dr. Ruth the Israeli-allied
South Lebanon .Arrny and the blast ocTshabalal a. a representative of the World Health Organiza- curred at Aramta
near Jezzine. the largest Christian town
tion. Five nuns from Illinois who had been reported missing in southern
Lebanon.
were being held hostage in their convent, their mother
The SI-A. whose 3.000 militiamen police Jezzine. retalsuperior said today.
iated by firing six howitzer shells on suspected Hezhollah
The rebels fired at least eight rockets into the center of the bases west
of Aramta. said the sources, who spoke on
citv from an iron factory.
condition of anonvmitv.
One rocket exploded in the grounds of the Israeli -built
lie7hollah. an Iranian-backed Shiite Muslim organiafortified executi‘c mansion, the headquarters of the interim non,
claimed responsibility for the bombing.
government One fell into the Atlantic Ocean behind the
The group is trs ing to wreck Arab-Israeli peace talks
mansion. and another landed short of a state-ov, nod hote!
sponsored by the I .nited States and Russia.
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•Study abroad

Many chances
affixed to
study abroad
By Margaret Rogers
Vo:unteer Writer
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People brov.st.xl in and out of the Bangor
and Sutton Lounges at the Memorial Union
Thursday afternoon to check out the Study.
Away Information Fair.
Countries represented at the fair included
Austria,Canada,Japan. Denmark,Ireland.the
United Kingdom,the Ukraine and many others. The International Student Exchange Program(ISEP),the Schoolfor International Training and the Office of International Programs
were also represented at the fair.
"Study Abroad is one of the best things
you can do regardless of where you go,"
Norman Wilkinson,chairman of the Sunderland University committee,said. Sunderland
University is located in northeastern England.
"It teaches you a lot about yourself and it
gives you a whole new perspective about this
country," Wilkinson said.
He said he expects students studying
abroad to get a broader perspective of themselves and the world they live in.
"I would love to see more students involved in the program," Anne Pooler,faculty
coordinator for University College in Galway, Ireland, said.
Pooler said only a handful of students
have gone abroad to Ireland through this
program each year for the past three years.
"Anyone whocompletesthe Study Abroad
program comes back as a different person."
Pooler said.
Studying abroad is a unique educational

Orono fire fighters extinguish a burning car by Alumni Hall yesterday.(Lachowski photo.)
internationally-oriented school
opportunity., but some students complain of study abroad program. "Before that UNH alternative.
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The program Small is talking about re- spokesperson from
In addition to the separate contracts tTMaine
Treworgy presented the first of a series of
quires two years of college-level German,or
with each university or college abroad,ISEP
has
FFA
the
in
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the
its equivalent of one year of accelerated Ger- half-hour programs across
alternative. ISEP consists of more
another
is
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and
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"We usually get about 35-40 students a
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fee.
placement
Maddtotally international environment,"John
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Douglas Julien. a senior at 1.rMaine,spent aus,a spokesperson and former graduate
The Office ofInternational Programs booth
last year in Austria at the University of Sal- School for International Training. said.'There
general information to students,includoffered
the
are about 40 to 50 countries from all over
zburg.
magazines and brochures on internabooks,
ing
world represented at the school."
"It's hard not to adjust," Julien said.
financial aid and other programs.
studies,
tional
The School for International Training, an
He said the experience helped him lean.
more about himself and helped him become
more self-reliant.
"We've had this program at UMaine to:
the past 10 years," Small said of the Austrian
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By Scott W. St. Clair
Staff Writer
A presentation of a film which covered
the witch inquistions of Europe and America was shown yesterday at Wells Commons.
This film started out with the transition
ofEurope from pagan religions to Christianity.
In Europe, pagans had there own celebtrations and traditions with Goddesses and
•
village wise women.
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than
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.
common diseases
men in the field of medicine in pagan times
and were very powerful women of their
times, according to the film.
These wise women were given the name
"witch" which had a good connatation at the
time and the name "hag".
At the time,"hag" meant a wise women
who was older in age and had learned the
ways of the world. The term hag meant a
celebration of women who had reached old
age. Eventually the word came to be associated with an ugly old women,the devil, and
Halloween.
When Christianity came to Europe these
wise women were branded as bad and heretics of the church.
Anyone that didn't agree with the Church
of Rome was given the name of heretic.
tortured in a spiked chair, (known as the

"Iron Maiden")drowned,tormented on the
rack, or put to death in public by burning or
other prefered methods of the time,the film
said.
In the film it called the witch inquistions
of Europe 'the women's holocaust.'
"When a group is severly tramitized it
develops post-tramatic stress and symptoms
of this stress," Speaker Gail Hafuin said.
Hafuin spoke about the holocaust that
happened 50 years ago and how we are
affected today by the"post-traumatic stress."
She then related the witch burnings with the
WW II events.
"Imagine how the people were affected
when it(the witch mistreatment) happened
for over 300 years compared to how we are
affected by the Jewish holocaust," Hafuin
said.
She talked about patterns that develop
over 12 generations of witch torture and
death.Sheexplained that when women watch
their mothers,sisters, and,grandmothers be
killed and when men watch their wives
aunts, and relatives being killed they are
hurt. Not only women are hurt, but men as
well.
"The men would say, 'I will beat you
before I will let them torture you ... before
I will let them kill you," Hafuin said.
"What we have now (pre-Renaissance
Europe)is a society that allows men to beat
their wives to keep them in check. The
women learned over 300 years that they
would absolutely obey and do not question
authority. This is called modeling...when a
little girl asks her mother 'Why do you cut
the ends off the ham when you bake it?"

AVERY'S TOWING

USED CARS

24 hr. towing anywhere
63 Main Road, Milford, ML 04461
Major & minor mechanical repairs
AAA associated

Phone: 827-5852• Pager: 823-9484
Nights: 827-3710 or 827-3194

Only $20 fr- towing during the day
when we put you back on the road.
"The computer engine tone specialists"
10% discount with MaineCard on all labor
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cook- movement of women out of leadership roles
Eventually the story ofthe mother
off was in society. According to the film, 85 percent
ing the ham by cutting the ends
the little of the people being killed as heretics of the
because ef a tratlition started by
she church were women.
girl's great grandmother because
A large group that was mostly made up of
for
couldn't afford to buy a pan big enough
women with a smaller minority of men atthe ham so she cut the ends off.
tended the witch burning presentation, their
Hafuin also spoke about a "gender
reactions to the film were positive.
wound," where women and men both are
Finally Hafuin explained the six steps of
huntwounded because they watch women
of the healing as denial, self-blame, indignation,
ed down and killed by the inquistion
survival, and indigration. These explained
church.
men's and women's roles from the ancient
In the film it discussed how the witch
witch masacres to now
torture started out with heretics, then it
"I felt a lot of anger, a lot of bitterness. hut
went after women who practiced medical
also thinking of the reverse side of the
I'm
treatments that were against the belief of
and strengthing,thinking ofthe witch as
power
the church. 1 hi led to the disaperance of
evil person," student Kim Holman said.
the
not
the wise women and the growth of male
moved ... I thought it was a very
was
"I
doctors. Finally entire pagan villages were
moving film," Michael Miles
and
l
powerfu
wiped out. All the killing ofthe time condisaid.
tioned families into protecting their daughSome of people who attended the presento
and
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activiti
their
ters by restricting
were crying and were happy to see
keep them in line with the church and not tation
a film.
allow them to associate with the once pow- such
reacted emotionally, it was very pow"I
erful wise women.
running in and out of all the stages
A fact drawn away from this film could erful, I'm
speak," student Karen Duval said.
be that the witch mistreatment led to the as we
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Hundreds laid off as
Eastland Mill shuts down
CORINNA, Maine(AP) — Hundreds
of textile workers were laid off without
notice at mills in two Maine towns after
lenders obtained court orders freezing the
companies' cash assets.
The closure of Eastland Woolen Mill in
Corinna on Tuesday left 304 employees
jobless.The number of workers affected at
the Striar Textile Mill in Orono was not
immediately known.
Officials in Corinna were flooded with
calls in response to reports that workers on
the second shift had been sent home early
and were told not to return to work until
further notice.
Employees indicated that supervisors

for other shifts had been told to call their
workers and pass along the same message.
Company attorneys later issued a press
release saying that the First National Bank of
Boston and the Banc Boston Financial Co.
obtained court orders last week that limited
Eastland's and Striar's use of cash.
The freezing of the cash assets "forced
(the companies)to temporarily lay off all of
their employees,effective at6 p.m.Tuesday.
Employees will be brought back to work as
soon as possible," according to the release.
The banks allowed the mills to pay last
week's payrolls, but had not agreed by Tuesday night to allow this week's payrolls to be
paid.

To be effective, legal education
must be a shared enterprise:"
Victoria J. Dutcher
Assistant Director of Admissions
B.S., Siena College
Ms. Dutcher is a 1990 graduate of Siena
College where she earned a B.S in Marketing
anci Manaaement. Prior to comma to Western New England College School of Law, she
worked in admissions and marketing services
for a junior college in Virginia. She has also
worked for a tax service and Matthew Bender & Co., Inc., a legal
publishing company. Ms. Dutcher will represent the law school at
undergraduate schools throughout the country.

Meet with Victoria Dutcher
to learn more about our Law School. where faculty.
and students work together toward a common goat.
Graduate School Fair, Tuesday, November 3
Memorial Union Building, 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM
,,-,--Ications from all persons regardless of • :•
, : Dreference, or
school of w
fle
taul England College
S;
MA 01119-2G89 413-782-1406
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Local candidates gather to encourage voting
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Maine's Democratic candidates continued to spread the message to vote next week
with a small,informal rally held Wednesday
night.
The candidates in attendance at Hauck
Auditorium included Congressional candidate Pat McGowan and State Representatives John O'Dea and Mary Cathcart as well
as state representative candidate Kathleen
Stevens.
The politicians began the rally by leading
a candlelight "march for change" with the
audience to the Union from Fogler Library.
"It's the theme of the year, to change
away from the status quo," Emily Slater,
from local Clinton/Gore campaign headquarters, said about the march and rally.
After the march,the speakers took turns
standing in front ofthe stage and addressing
the crowd of about 35.
Kathleen Stevens, the first candidate to
speak,said the local party's campaign to get
as many voters as possible registered has
been quite successful. One thousand registration cards have been filled out by the
aggressis e door-to-door method she, along
with many other politically active people,is
using.
"This campus is saturated with those
green cards. I think we'll have a record
turnout," she said.
O'Dea agreed with Stevens."Things are
finally reaching critical mass, where people

feel that they can actually gain or lose something by voting or not," he said.
O'Dea stressed even though each vote is
a small percentage of all votes coming in on
election day,they are still individually ail
ical. During the last U.S.congressional elet.
Lion, he said, Pat McGowan lost by a on.
percent margin.
This is very relevant now, O'Dea said,
because at the time of the rally, Clinton had
dropped significantly in national opinion
polls and was leading Bush by only two
percent.
O'Dea said the primary motive for many
voters is the feeling it's time for a change.
The current administration isn't doing what
it's being paid to do, he said, pointing out
recent budget cuts to education. As a result
of this sort of action, many more college
students are Democrats rather than Republi
cans this election year, because they are
under much more financial pressure,he said.
"Democrats make things happen. Republicans talk about them. Therein lies the
difference between the parties," he said.
Bill Marshall, chair of the Maine
Clinton/Gore campaign, said Clinton, unlike Perot, has a specific economic plan for
the country, and unlike Bush, wants to
work for positive change, growth and optimism in the nation.
McGowan spoke with urgency about the
changes he said need to happen in the government. The United States has gone from
first to thirteenth in the world in workers'
wages within a generation, he said.

WednesPat McGowan, US Congressional candidate, at the rally in the Union
day night.(Lachowski photo.)
the state,and
McGowan said his main goal as a U.S. save 50,000 acres offorest in
candidate
Party
Green
ged
challen
congressman would be to say to the people he
accomsimilar
show
to
Carter
"that the Reagan years had left behind." Jonathan
ts.
These include the homeless, the unem- plishmen
State Representative Olympia Snowe has
ployed, laborers who live in poverty and
and that's far too
those who are discriminated because of been in office for 12 years,
who does
someone
for
said,
an
McGow
long,
race or gender.
policies.
from
away
run
than
more
He accused his opponents, along with little
"We need hope, we need change, and,"
the current government,of going through
to a large poster of
the motions of good politics but not carry- McGowan said, pointing
him, "we need
behind
Gore
ing them through. As a state representa- Clinton and
White House."
the
in
n
tive, he said,he sponsored a bill that helped these two gentleme
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education
As a State Representative, John O'Dea made
, John
funding his top priority. As a UMaine graduate
understands

;riatinTIQ of further cuts. We need
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n.
someone in Augusta who will fight for educatio
John O'Dea is that person.
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Let's vote for John 'O'Dea on Novews
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Jacquiline O'Dea Treasurer
Authorized am! paid for.b:g O'Dea For Senate,
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WIG marks 300th anniversary ofSalem witch trials
not
explanation as to why their world was
trials and deaths were able to happen.
way they had envisioned it,'
"This was certainly an incident of misogy- working out the
Staff Writer
she said.
ny, hatred atainst women," she said.
by
They explained many of their problems
and
women,
against
It is a story of violence
This week's Women in the Curriculum
opportuan
for
looking
devil
saying it was the
noontime talk, featuring Assistant Professorof the oppression of women.
divine
nity to undermine their efforts to create a
in
witchcraft
of
accused
There were men
History Carol Toner, drew a crowd of more
community.
than 65 people, completely filling the Bangor Salem. six of the 20 people put to death, while
The film shown after Toner's introducwomen.
80 percent of the deaths were
Lounge in the Memorial Union.
of Salem: the Horror and
Also,two-thirds of the accusers were men. tion.'The Witches
The presentation,titled"WitchesofSalem:
based on the actual court
Otherfactors leading up tothe trials include the Hope." was
300 Years Later." was the first event of the
records from the witch trials.
week-long"Rememberthe Witches"program. the strict Puritan culture.
In the movie,five teenage girls claim they
women
for
It "defined proper behavior
—The reason for our giving this program is
are possessed, and name off several members
to commemorate the 300th anniversary of the very, very narrowly," Toner said.
who have worked through
There were all kindsoflimitations,therefore of the community
Salem Witch Trials,which took place between
the the devil to posses them.
March and November of 1692," Ann Schon- it was very easy to find oneself outside
During the trials, the girls heard and were
did
"It
berger, director of Women in the Curriculum, acceptable kindsofbehavior for women.
pinched and choked by witches seen only by
not take much to raise suspicion." Toner said.
said.
spectral evidence,which
A women need only to be assertive when them.This wascalled
"I think this enormous crowd is testimony
of played an important role in convicting the
to the fact that this is an endless and fascinating talking with her husband or other members
accused.
subject. One which is certainly worthy of our the community.
The accusations of witchcraft and trials
the
to
Other factors Toner said contributed
attention," Toner said.
run by the church went on until women of the
AcLuding to Toner. about 20 people in "witchsteria" were the political and economic
upperclass began to be accused,and the valid.
Salem died as a resultofbeing accused ofbeing situation the Puritans were experiencing
of spectral evidence questioned.
ity
"It was a time when the fabric of their
witches.
—The film showed how really sick such a
she
' In addition to those who died, hundreds political system was beginning to unravel,"
repressive society can be," first-year student
more were accused ofwitchcraft and put injail. said.
They were also undergoing economic Diane Patten said.
Salem was not the only place deaths took
Pretending to be iligu-ssed was the only
their
place, but "we remember it because so many change: there was a general decline of
way for the young teenagers to rebel against
traditional society.
died together." she said.
"The Puritans were really looking for an such a strict society. she said.
Toner went on to discuss reasons why the

By Lori Glazier

Volunti

Professor of History Carol Toner leads
discussion at the WIC luncheon
Wednesday.(Wickenheiser photo.)
In the group discussion following the film.
Patten brought up the point that the aftershocks
of the witch trials are still around. "Even in
today's society, witches still carry a big stigma," she said.

This is a paid advertisement

VOTE STEVENS,SHE'S ONE OF US!
Announcing the Steve Grady
Creative Writing Competition
Prizes in journalism
• News
• Feature
• Opinion

riZes in English
• Poetry
• Fiction

Deadline: November 30, 1992
For more information see the
Journalism Department in 107 Lord Hall
or the English Department
in 304 Neville.
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All students can park in all student pa -king lots this year, which is a
chanoe from last year. What has not changed is the Overnight Parking Ban.
This holds true for the blue faculty and green staff lots as well as for the black
"C" student lots.
The ban begins November 1st and runs until May 1st of next year. The
time the ban becomes effective each day is 12:01 am (one minute after
midnight) and continues until 6:00 am each morning.
The reason for the ban is to insure that when it snows,the Grounds Crew
can plow these lots to insure that commuting students, staff and faculty
have places to park the morning after the storm. And due to the many
vehicles we have on campus, the ban is on effect regardless of the weather
report. When we relaxed it some years ago, and then it snowed, we found
we had a lot more vehicles to tow than when it remained in effect every day.
And,finally, what iii leave my car parked in violation of the ban? We will
have a warning period prior to November 1st. We will then ticket with a
ticket fee of ten dollars per ticket. And, finally, we will tow vehicles parked
in violation of the ban. Please help us to help you by parking in red student
kits overnight and avoiding aii )1 The above.
What if my car breaks down in a "banned" lot? Please call the PublicSafety Dispatcher at 581-4040 or by using one of the yellow callbox telephones. Advise the Dispatcher of your problem. They will note it and ci
ther call a tow or repair service
for you, or give you permission to leave the vehicle
there overnight conditional on your
having It moved
if snow removal
is required later
that night.
Thanks for
your cooperation with this
requirement!
ilk
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candidate discusses isksues at UMaine

By Grant Jed Nelson

reduce the debt higher grades than those of
Snowe or McGowan," Carter said.
He said a functional national energy program must be implimented, including tax incentives for research in solar and wind power.
He said he blames"lobbyists bearing gifts"as
the reason former President Reagan rolled
back tax breaks for solar and wind power.
"Why don't we have a real nationalenergy
program, why did we take back tax breaks for
solar and wind? Because Texaco and Exxon
and Dow Chemical didn't want us to (have
them)," he shouted. 'They want you to be
addicted to them and they want your children
to be addicted to them."
Carter supports the teaching of equality,
socialjustice and respectfor diversity,as well
as a shift in policy to allow teachers to move
away from rigid "text book teaching" and
make room for more independent thought.
He supports raising teachers' salaries and
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Fifteen thousand dollars may be a pretty
large sum of money to most,but it's probably
not enough cash to win a bid for the United
States Congress.
But that's exactly what Jonathan Carter
has in his effort to gain a seat in Congress to
represent Maine's second district.
"We don't accept contributions of over
$100. while Pat McGowan and Olympia
Snowe hold $1,000 a plate dinners funded
mostly by out of state contributors.
"Snowe and McGowan don't know what
to do in this campaign because we're honest,
and we don't play the games. It's going to
discombobulate them," Carter said.
Caner, who spoke at the Memorial Union
recently. is a member of the Green Party, a
global"grass roots from the bottom up"organization.The Green Party was responsible for the
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro last spring.
Hestressed theimportance ofthe role ofthe
environment in America's economic future.
"Look at the states that have experienced
strong economic growth, they're the same
ones with the toughest standards on pollution," he said. "It's not the environment versus jobs, it's environment equals jobs."
"The destruction of the environment is
indeedjust a parallel on the broader scheme of
social injustice: the way we treat each other is
the way we treat our trees," Carter said.
A self proclaimed "neophyte"(city slicker)Carter learned to appreciate nature early in
life during childhood vacations to Maine. He
said this was what prompted him to study
environmental biology at Williams College.
Although he is a biologist. Carter's positions and proposals on such issues as the
economy,education.the national energy plan,
women's issues and defense. as well as the
environment,have earned him much respect.
"Five leading economists gave our plans to

SAFETY
FIRST

BUY CONDOMS
BY MAIL

Discrete Packaging. Great Value.
All condoms are produced in the USA to the
highest standards of quality and strength as
cet by the Food and Drug Administration
Rigorous controls are pphed dimmg all
phases of manufacture with each condom
being electronically tested to ensure con
9
sumer protection, includes nor oxynoi
Now
Order
Send check or money order to

RESERVE

an increase in national funding for education,
noting "Robert Gates' CIA" recieves $30
billion, while the government only spends
$29 billion on education.
"What gets cut every time we have an
economic downturn? We cut the arts(out of
education)," he said. "We humans have a left
brain and a right brain in case you didn't
know,and we need to develop both if we are
to he well balanced humans."
Carter said the Loring Air Force base
should he shut down and cleaned up, then
turned into a manufacturer, citing florescent
light bulbs as a potential product.
"If everyboby in this country put a florescent light bulb in their house,we could get rid
of the largest nuclear plant. If we totally
converted, we could become net exporters of
energy," Caner said.
A poll conducted last week by the Bangor
DailyNewsshowsCartertrailing behindSnowe

OFF ICERS'

TRAIN IN G

V

WHAT DO NURSES GET FROM ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIPS?
PATIENTS.PATIENTS.PATIENTS.
You get more than money for education
from Army ROTC scholarships You also
get paid training one-on-one wilh
experienced nurses treating real
patients.
Our Nurses Summer Training
Program offers a field phasc

clinical phase. So you'll get a real feel for
the respect and authority that comes from
being an Army nurse and an officer.
and a vital member of the health
care team.
Hundreds of Nursing students win
ROTC scholarships You can too.

ARMY ROTC

Please rush in plain package
$9.95
= 25 Condoms
$139S
= 50 Condoms
Plus $2X postage and handing

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE,ORONO 04469

Name
Address
Z_
State
City
1-800-578-5363
Visa or Master Card Orders Call
Der, A Weak

minr
VISA

41011

CORPS

41%

FORTRESS SUPPLY. INC

50 1
99 Main Street, Mineola, NY 1 1

and McGowan,with only 3percent ofthe vote.
However, he remains optimistic, saying he
thinks the Green Party could still come out
winners,butthatdependson supportersspreading the word.He said the Green movement will
not end on Nov. 3, 1992, but will continue to
influence politics in years to come.
"If we don't become Green,if we all don't
learn to live in balance with our natural surroundings, we're going to go extinct, and
unfortunately we're going to take a lot of
animals with us," he said.
Carter, who dosn't advertise on television,
said equal accesstothe electronic media is key.
"TToday, with the electronic media, you
gotta have big money," Carter said. "In the
beginning of the campaign I said 'Olympia,
why don't we limit it to $75,000?' and Olympia said, 'I've already raised $225,000.' I
suggested she could give some ofit to charity.
Needless to say, she declined."
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•Court decision

Lisbon police officer not charged in fatal car crash
AUBURN,Maine-An Androscoggin
County grand jury has declined to indict a
Lisbon Police officer involved in an accident that killed a 74-year-old man.
Assistant Disaict Attorney Craig
Turner said the grand jury adjourned
Tuesday without charging Officer Duane
Doughty, 23.
On July 25, Doughty's police cruiser hit
a car driven by Albert E. Rivet of Lisbon
Falls. Rivet died instantly.

to the State Police report. Broolcs said he
When asked if he was satisfied with the Wednesday.
wants to review that report before Doughty
"As far as Duane is concerned, I'm
grand jury's decision, Turner said, "We
to active duty.
him," Brooks said about the returns
give them all the evidence we have, all of it. pleased for
"Our hands are still tied," Brooks said.
grand jury proceedings.
It's up to them to make the decision."
"Once we get a copy of the report, we can
The State Police conducted an investigaDoughty's phone number is not listed,
move along."
Details
ely after the accident.
and he could not be reached for comment. tion immediat
The State Police said that Doughty was
report
not released. The
Doughty, who has been on the Lisbon of that report were
ng to an emergency call for backrespondi
Attorover to the District
force since 1989, has been on paid leave was instead turned
the accident occurred.
when
up
ney's office for submission to the grand
since the crash.
Witnesses have said the cruisers lights
Police Chief David T. Brooks said that jury.
siren were on before the crash.
Lisbon Police have been denied access and
Doughty would not be returning to work

•Presidential campaign
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WASHINGTON (AP)-Ross Perot has tween Oct. 15 and Oct. 26.
The additional transfers bnng to about
dropped $36.7 minion of his own money on
million the amount Perot has spent
$36.7
has
already
his presidential bid this month,and
ng the race Oct. 1 -- the
re-enteri
since
spent morethan PresidentBush and BillClinton
of which has gone to a
portion
l
substantia
s,
are allowed to spend on theirentire campaign
blitz unseen in politics
ng
advertisi
national
according to campaign finance reports.
of the most aggressome
even
rivaling
and
Reports that Perot's campaign filed with
s.
endeavor
corporate
sive
the Federal Election Commission show the
Bush and Clinton are limited to spending
Texas billionaire forked over another $10.7
taxpaymillion of his fortune to his campaign be- the $55.2 million each received from
Finest
Oriental Cuisine
Since 1979

Take-Out See vIce

Banquet Facilities
Gift Certificates

first presidential candidate in inuuers for the fall campaign. their parties also as the
to pay for his own national
history
ern
can spend about $10 million on their behalf.
.
campaign
In all, Perot has spent $58.7 million, all
Some observers say the historical signifbut $1.3 million of it his own, since first
that Perot, unlike Bush and
flirting with an independent bid in March. icance may be
to campaign almost exclutends
Perot has no spending limit because he is Clinton,
sively by television advertising, until now
paying his own way.
public appearances
That alone puts him in his own league forgoing traditional

Gla'S CAIVING
SCHOOLIf you have a Maine Drivers Permit and would like further driver's
Instruction, a pre-road test or use of a vehicle for a road test call and
leave a mpssap,p
862-6700
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,
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Bangor 1..4W Boulevar1. rekt 'a the Cinema
Bongo'. Maine
947-6969

IEEE Will be Touring the Orrington
Sub-Station November 4th

‘..\\

DELIVERY SERVICE TO UMAINE NOW AVAILABLE!!
with minimum purchase & service charge

A Special Combination of Hors D'Oeuvres
Served Native Style with Flaming Hibachi
PU PU
HAWAIIAN TIDBITS
(for 2)$14.95
(for 2)$9.99
(for 1)$7.50
2 Egg Rolla • 8 Crab Rangoon
Chinese F..gg Rolls
Boneless Spare Ribs
Teriakt Beef • Tender
Chicken Wings
Jumbo Shrimp
Chicken Fingers

We Will neat tno

4 Slice. of Pork Strip
2 Chicken Teriyaki

Served with our delicious Sweet & Sour Sauce

SHOPPER'S SPECIALS

All served with Choice of: Chicken Wings. Egg Roll, or Pork Strips

Chicken, Broccoli and Onion - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Beef and Vegetables - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Moo Goo Gai Pan - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Shrimp with Lobster Sauce - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Our Lobster Sauce is made with minced Pork
Sauteed with Chinese Spices in a Brown Sauce.

Beef Lo Mein - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Chicken Lo Mein - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Roast Pork Lo Mein - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Shrimp Lo Mein - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Mushroom Vegetable Lo Mein - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Vegetable Chop Suey - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Mixed Chinese Vegetables - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Sweet and Sour Chicken - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Sweet and Sour Perk - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Beef and Mushroom Chow Yoke - Roast Pork Fried Rice
Green Pepper Steak - Roast Pork Fried Rice
'Spicy/hot Moo Goo Gai Pan - Roast Pork Fried Rice
'Spicy/hot Mushroom Vegetable Lo Mein Roast Pork Fried Rice
'Spicy/hot Szechuan Chicken with Peanuts Roast Pork Fried Rice
'Spicy/hot Mandarin Beef- Roast Pork Fried Rice
•Spiced to your preference of Mild. Medium or Hot

5.99
5.99
5.39
5.99
5.19
4.79
4.79
5.69
4.69
3.99
4.49
5.99
5.49
5.99
5.19
6.19
5.19
5.99
6.19

IEEE
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r!haoro to eynroine the station's:

power transformation equipment
satellite communications links
computer facilities
and much more!

Those interested should sign up in the EE office Today.
The tour wil: meet in the lobby in front of 153 Barrows hail at
2:45pm for a 3prr departure. Transportation wiii he provided.
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M PUS ENTERTAINMENT
A

Muslin Contest
The Union Board is in desperate need of new
wall coverings for the Damn Yankee. We are
holding a contest for a new design. A $200
cash prize will be awarded!!!
For deadlines and other information call
The Union Board at 581-1735 or stop by our
office on the 2nd floor in the Union.
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•Socialist-Marxist Luncheon Series
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UMaine Political Science Chair Ken Hayes makes a point.(Lachowski photo.)

By Sean Campbell
Staff Writer
"[he high cost of campaigning is limiting the choice voters have at the polls, a
campaign reform group says.

"Each year the cost of running for office
increases dramatically," Kenneth Hayes said.
Hayes knows about fund-raising first
nand. In 1988,he was a candidate for the 2nd
Congressional District in Maine.
Hayes is the chair of the department of

political science at the University of Maine
and the state chair of Common Cause.Common Cause is a volunteer organization with
2,100 members who advocate campaign
reform, particularly in the area of raising
and spending money.
Most of the money needed to run a
successful campaign comes from a small
group of big contributors. Hayes told the
audience at yesterday's Socialist and Marxist Luncheon.
Those with the most to gain —or loseare the people who give the largest amounts
of money to candidates. Hayes said.
"The business community kicks more
money into Maine campaigns than all other
interests combined," he said.
This has a negative effect on campaigning, voting and passing legislation. The legislators who sit on some of the most influential legislative committees are getting most
of their contributions from big business,
Hayes said. This creates an obstacle to impartial legislation.
Hayes alluded to the influence that may
be gained for individuals or companies who
make large contributions to campaigns.
Common Cause also opposes the way
political action committees, commonly
called PACs, raise and distribute money.
PACs receive large donations from businesses, labor unions and other groups who
may directly benefit from specific legislation. This, according to a brochure published by Common Cause,is the reason they
should fall under state regulation.
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These are the questions mostfrequently
asked of Ray Cota during his meetings
with students on the University's campus. Ray's answers follow.MillIMOMEMMI=1=M1111!

Q

what would you doto put more emphasis on education issues?

Education and maintaining and building our transportation
system must be the top priorities of state government.
These two fundamental services must be first in line for the
limited government resources. Without providing an education
system that addresses the needs of new and expanding industries in ou - state, we fail to build the foundation of our economic
recovery. I would lead the effort to reform the budget priorities
next
to make education and infrastructure the top issues in the
session
Legislative

A

Q

How could you provide more financial opportunities to receive an education?

A

Although many of the programs are federally funded, I
would work to provide more low interest loans through
existing programs. Perhaps a method for enticing local banks
and insurance companies to extend their loan portfolio to
include an expansion of low interest loans by providing a shared
risk pool. There are opportunities for business people in the
financial sector to insure our economic competitiveness in this
state by heloina students_

Q
A

How would you propose to balance the
budget?

The simple answer is to cut expenditures. Essentially,
government needs to establish what basic services it is
required to provide; education,transportation, protection, needs
of the less fortunate citizen, and the environment. State government must cleanse itself of over-regulation and allow for more
local control. It must abide by all leder al regulations but must not
expand upon those rules to create additional government red
tape. State government must become more user friendly.
Balancing the budget means reducing the size of legislature and
staff, cutting our fringe benefits for legislators such as their
retirement system; it means a roll back on mandates to local
government which has increased the size of staffs charged with
compliance; it means prioritizing the needs of government to
create an economic climate for businesses to be globally

Under such regulation. PACs would be
established by the above organizations,then
the regulatory agency would limit the amount
of money released to candidates.
Hayes cited the Maine Senate District
Nine race, where Alton Cianchette is outspending his opponent six to one.
Hayes said limiting the amount of money candidates spend would create a more
level playing field.
National campaign contribution issues
were discussed in a video-tape shown at the
meeting.Through a montage of news clips it
focused on a Bush super fund-raiser in Washington. D.C.The 4,000 guests at the evening
affair generously gave a combined $9 million to GOP coffers. Hayes said this money
is then funnelled to the candidate — George
Bush.
What kind of influence does that kind of
money buy? State Director of Common
Cause Al Smith asked.
Smith, also a guest speaker at the luncheon.agreed with the theme ofthe video —
big money means big results.
"I think the video was very good in
bringing out...the definite correlation between putting in that kind of money and the
government's response."
The tape cited a particular instance in
which a California fund-raiser netted hundreds of thousands of dollars in contributions for the Bush campaign.
Many of the contributors were big-busiScc CAMPAIGN MONEY on pagc 18

•Businessman
•Former Town Manager, Orono
•Former City Manager & Finance Director, Saco
•DirPctor of Maine Real Estate and Economic
Development Association
•Director of Action Committee of 50
•Director of Target Industrial Corporation
•Director of Orono Housing Foundation

competitive; it means that there cannot be new taxes and that
current "sunset" taxes must be discontinued. Balancing the
budget requires leaders who completely understand the budgetary process and who will not be swayed by special interest
lobbies.

Q

You have told us about your care for the Community
and the University and how they have played an
important part in your life, but with your ties to business,
what really is your agenda; is there something else?
My attitude toward the University and the Town of Oronc
and a "business agecida" are really one and the same. If
you are interested in graduating and are looking forward to a
competitive job market, then we are talking about the same
thing. Business begets business, if we have a healthy economy.
one in which in-state business can expand,new businesses can
grow, and out-of-state business can relocate, then your needs
for that job and for a good education at a reasonable price are
met and the existing businesses will prosper. This can be done
without dismantling the environmental rules in place, without
disrupting our welfare system and without laying off 300 people
at the University of Maine, Orono. (As was recently done )
Paid for COTA for Legislature Dana Devoe Treasurer

Elect Ray Cota State Representative District 130 Orono
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Quayle wants respect, may
be the'96 nomination

PHOENIX,Ariz.(AP) ')iiving toward
an upset or playing out the round. Dan Quayle
is campaigning for political redemption. For
the vice president, there's a career at stake.
He's battling for the votes to win next
Tuesday,but either way,he is detemlined that
his will he a campaign performance Republicans will respect and remember in 1996.
Quayle doesn't talk about losing this time,
and he turns aside questions about seeking
the Republican presidential nomination for
himself next time. But the aides around him
don't doubt that he will, in office or out.
He's the one candidate in the field without a fallback position.
For Bush, 68, even forced retirement
would come with the position and pension
accorded former presidents. Democratic
challenger Bill Clinton is a governor, running mate Al Gore a senator.
Quayle would be out of his chosen profession after 16 years as representative,senator and vice president, and looking for a
way back.
"I want to continue to make a difference
in public service, but that's up to the people," he said in a television interview."Obviously if they say no, I'm out."
The route back in wouldn't be easy.
Quayle is more adept, less prone to error
now,but he still is dogged by the blunders of
his 1988 debut as a national candidate, and
by the ridicule that followed him into office,
with a new round of jokes at every subsequent slip.

They want to draw your blood

passwiv

While Bush's poll numbers are up, the
odds remain against a Republican victory.
Quayle knows that,but it doesn't show on the
campaign stage. He's upbeat, and unflinchingly loyal. "We're going to do it," he says
at every stop. "We're going to win"
That claim got a boost in the polls on
Wednesday, with one national survey showing a statistical dead heat between Bush and
Clinton.
"The momentum is going for George
Bush and you know that you never want to
peak too soon," Quayle told a rally in Tucson, Ariz., celebrating and joking at the
same time. The GOP ticket had done anything but peak, lagging by double digits all
campaign long.
Despite the narrowed gap in the national
Circle K representatives (L) Brian Shorey and Amy Henderson register
surveys, state polls and sizeups still show
volunteers for a blood drive at the Memorial Union.(Kutz photo.)
Clinton in command, and that's where the
race will be settled. It isn't yet clear whether
Clinton, meanwhile, is trying to raid people, paid too much attention to internal
that's changing or tightening.
and focus groups in settling on
It is clear that the Bush campaign has Bush territory,in states like Texas and Flor- surveys
Bush was scorning the pubwhile
issues,
mistaken
of
effectively conceded a hefty bloc ofelector- ida. Quayle called that evidence
crazy.
as
polls
lished
al votes — the 52 in California and New overconfidence.
aren't about Bush;Quaycomplaints
The
"Bill Clinton basically thought the elecYork's 33,for example. It takes 270 to win,
loyalist to permit that.
the
much
too
is
le
so the Republicans start with a handicap, tion was over," Quayle said Wednesday
managers, not
campaign
the
about
are
They
worsened for the fact that in the closing night. "When you take the American peodays, they have to defend what had been ple for granted, they know it ... He has tried the candidate.
Quayle didn't consult them on his tough
to take this election for granted and he's
safely GOP territory in prior campaigns.
—critics said strident — line against Clinton
made a classic error."
That's Quayle's mission in the West.
Even so,there is an undertone offrustra- in the Oct. 13 vice presidential debate against
He's campaigning today from Phoenix
couldn't be trusted to
to Casper, Wyo., with stops in Nevada, tion in the Quayle camp at a re-election Gore. He said Clinton
talking point that
Idaho and Montana. In other years, that operation that didn't settle on themes and,in be president, a Republican
the view of some of the vice president's seems to be cutting into Clinton's standing.
would have been unnecessary.

Graduate & Professional
School Fair

Sponsored by the

Career Center
University of Maine,
Chadbourne Hall,
Orono, ME 04469
Tel.(207) 581-1359

Over 35 representatives from a variety of programs Including:
• Bentley College Graduate School of Business
• Boston University School of Theology
Bridgeport School of Law at Quinnipiac College
Clark University Graduate School of Management
Columbia University School of Social Work
Dartmouth Medical School
Dartmouth Thayer School of Engineering
• Emerson College
• Franklin Pierce Law Center
• Georgetown University
• Harvard P:vinity School
Lesley College Graduate School
Massachusetts School of Law at Andover
New Hampshire College Graduate School of Business
New York Chiropractic College
Northeastern University Graduate School of Business
Ohio Northern University College of Law
Pennsylvania College of Podiatric Medicine
• Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Rochester Institute of Technology
Roger Williams University School of Law
'1.•1111•11111h.

Questions?
Call 581-1359

-mem
.0111

J

A Division of
Student Affairs

• Salem State College Graduate School of Business
• Simmons College Graduate School
of Library and Information Science
• Springfield College
• Suffolk University
• The New England College of Optometry
• Union College
• University Of Maine College of Business
Administration
• University Of Maine School of Law
• University Of New England
• University of New Hampshire
— College of Engineering and Physical Science
— Whittemore School of Business and Economics
• University Of Southern Maine
— Muskie Institute of Public Affairs
—MBA Program
• Western New England College School of Law

Tuesday, November 3
1 1 am--2pm
Bangor Lounges, North & South
Lown Rooms
Memorial Union
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The University Democrats Endorse
the Orono Democratic Candidates.
VOTE FOR

FOR STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 11

O'DEA,JOHN J.,
ORONO
John O'Dea Senate
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VOTE FOR

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE
DISTRICT 129

CATHCART,MARY R.,
ORONO
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Mary Cathcart House

VOTE FOR

FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO THE LEGISLATURE
DISTRICT 130

HLEEN,
0NE STEVENS,KATORO
NO
Kathleen Stevens House

VOTE FOR

ES N.,
0Nfl DEARMAN,JAMORO
NO
FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 2

I

Jim Dearman Countv( ommissione

Your Local Candidates
WILL Make a Difference.
4.1kWee•MNAWNMIWMAW
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The haunted house
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Mike McLaughlin

Last night I was reminiscing with my friends about all the Halloweens of the past and about the good old days of throwing eggs
at cars and toilet papering houses. Despite the hours upon hours
of enjoyment these activities have provided, we decided the thing
we missed most of all was going to the haunted house together.
As we continued talking about all the chills and thrills the haunted house gave
us as kids, I suddenly realized I still go to a haunted house almost everyday. My
haunted house is known as the University of Maine and many students here may
not realize it, but this campus is possessed by a lot of ghouls and goblins.
I first began to suspect something mysterious was going on here when I had my
first meal of campus food. I am now convinced the food here is some strange
breed of werewolves, except hair doesn't grow on it just when there is a full moon:
it grows at breakfast, lunch and dinner.
My next clue was the obvious presence of Frankenstein at UMaine. Frankenstein lia
been moving from dorm to dorm for quite some time now. Students have desperately
been trying to get rid of him by burning him out. Congratulations to residents of Knox
Hall, Hart Hall and Oxfad Hall for ridding themselves of this monster. Also congratulations to the owner of the Ford Escort that burned in front of Alumni yesterday.
Even the Field House is not safe. In the far corner of this place, there exists the
fitness center, which is haunted by a clan of Incredible Hulks. The scariest thing
about these creatures is not necessarily their size, it's their unique language. Last
week I was in the fitness center when one of the hulks came up to me and in a
monosyllabic gurgle said,"Spot?" I looked back at the muscle bound creature and
said,"Rin tin tin?"
• Perhaps the pan of the haunted house of UMaine meant to torment students the
most is The Union. Beware when you walk up the steps of The Union,for two
monsters who may try to scare you. One of these monsters is Bible man.
The other day 1 wasjust walking along in front of the union, minding my own
business, when suddenly this guy shouted,"Jesus loves you!" in my right ear. After jumping 10 feet in the air, I landed and told Bible man that I hoped he was right
because I was going to need to be healed of my newly acquired deafness.
The other tyrant of torture in front of The Union is Guitar man. If Bible man doesn't
deafen you,then the incoherent strumming of'60s pacifist songs certainly will.
When you enter Thz. Union you are suddenly bombarded by the salespeople from
the black lagoon. "Buy a tape,""Buy a poster."-Open a bank account" and "Get a
credit card" are just a few of the things you hear. Your best bet is to pass up these demons of temptation, because you're going to need all your money for the bookstore.
I am also becoming increasingly concerned about the amount of squirrels on
campus. Eventually, these squirrels are going to out number students and will become a serious threat. Remember the movie,"The Birds?" The people in this film
weren't worried until it was too late either.
Above all the rest, however, the master of terror in this haunted house is the advisor. Just when you think you have escaped and survived the wrath most of the
UMaine haunted house has to offer, your advisor makes the spine-tingling statement,"By the way, you have to take four semesters of a foreign language."
If you still need proof that this university is actually a haunted house,just think
about the most famous person to come out of this school — Stephen King!
Mike McLaughlin is a juniorjournalism major who thinks the scariest Hallowce77 le(
'is this year are the "Perotfor PreSiderti"Sig
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•Cutler Health Center

Exceptionsshould be made
Cutler Health Center recently turned a
sick student away from its doors. Okay Akman, a graduate student and part-time employeein the math department,wenttoCutler
Tuesday morning seeking relieffrom a fever
and other flu-like symptoms. Alcman said he
had afeverofover 100degrees,swollen eyes,
was pale and sweating profusely when he
spoke with a broken voice to the receptionist
When his I.D.wasrunthrough,itshowed
he was ineligible for treatment according to
their policy. Unbeknownstto Alcman,a mistake had been made at the Business Office
changing his eligibility status for healthcare.
Rather than making an exception for
the obviously ill student, the receptionist
turned him away. Alunan argued that he
already had a file at Cutler and asked if

someone could see him. He offered to
work out some type of payment and also
said he would work out the problem later
in the day.He was still refused.Finally,he
was able to speak with Dr. Mark Jackson,
director of Cutler Health Center, who
helped him to iron out the problem. Altman was treated later in the morning.
Questioned is the lack of "decency"
shown by the person(s)involved atCutleron
Tuesday morning.Ofcourse thereisafonnal
policy for who may be treated at Cutler. Can
orshouldanyexceptionseverbemade?Should
sickpeople,whomaybeabletopayforservices
in emergency situations, be turned away?
All rules can't be broken,but once in a
while, human compassion surpasses the
need to go by the book.
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Learning with wolves
Mission Wolf came to UMaine from
Colorado with a message borne personally by
Sib,Rocky Mountain Passion, and Peaches,
timberwolvesthathad been humanized There
were several points to be learned from the
experiance oflooking into the eyes ofa wolf.
The first is that these wolves didn't
belong in the Damn Yankee, but they
wouldn't survive in the wild for more than
two days. People who had admired the
wolf's wild spirit decided to own that same
spirit,buying it in typical American fashion.
The second is the realization that few
people haveeveractuallyseena wolfoutside
ofa zoo or picture tube. This is a land which
was once abundant with wolf packs. This
wasalsoonce aland with astableecosystem.
Humans made mistakes in driving the wolf
from its homefortheirown reasons,through
development and bounties.
We can't turn back the hands oftime and
make right what we fouled up. We can,
however,try moven our minds to the possibil-

ity of making up for our mistakes. Thew are
projects trying to reintroduce the wolf to the
United States, but look beyond the wolf. See
the bald eagle, mountain lions, manatees and
otherendangered speciesstruggling tosurvive
in a land we have taken away from them.
People aretlyingtocorrectthose mistakes,too.
At the same time,however,people are
making more mistakes. That's the third
point. Remember the spotted owl controversy? How many other species are we
driving to extinction through the overdevelopment of their environments?
There are things you can do. You may
have heard the recycling song and dance
many times before. Take it to heart. How
many forests can be saved,along with the
species that flourish in them, by the extra
effort that you make to recycle your newspapers? Can you help stop strip mining
and the destruction of vital ecosystems by
putting that tin can in a different trash
basket? Maybe it's worth the extra effort.
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•Politics

Stevens will represent students' needs in Augusta
To the Editor:
Amidst the bombardment of advertisements and propaganda surrounding the current election, there lies the danger of becoming jaded to the messages the candidates are
sending out, and the likelihood of becoming
oblivious to the matter at hand, namely electing the best candidate to the position. There
comes a time in the cycles of generations
when the guard is changed,a time in which the
ways and means ofone age are expanded and
adapted to become the ideas and methods of
the next. It would seem that we are at such a
transitional juncture now, not only, hopefully, at the presidential level, but at the local
level as well, a level which arguably is even
more relevant to us as citizens.
In the race to determine our local representative for District 130, we are faced with two
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choices — one appearing out ofa past age,and
one originating from the present, Kathleen
Stevens, who is still alive with fresh ideals.
Ideals may seem overly abstract when compared with the number-crunching rhetoric of
some,butthose ideals shape and form virtually
every aspect of our education, our economy,
our environment, and our very livelihood as
resident of the Town of Orono. Developing
and revitalizing theeconomy,facilitatingequal
opportunities for all citizens in education and
beyond, and preserving and improving our
environment are all empty statements without
an innovative perspective to carry them to
fruition, and are likely to be all the emptier
when substitutes like "budgeting experience
take the place of that innovation.
Some of you undoubtedly know Kathleen
Stevens even better than I, and I can only
suppose that as a result you are even better

acquainted with her capacity for honor, sincerity,and intelligentdecision-making.Those
of you who are not familiar with her on a
personal level, however, need not take those
qualities and abilities for granted: only take
the chance that so many of your fellow students who already support her cannot be all
wrong,and trust either your intuition or your
rationalism. And although compassion is not
always a prerequisite in political arenas, it
would seem ridiculous for us to throw away
thechance ofhaving a representative withjust
such a trait,and with the legitimate desire both
to listen and to remain accessible to her constituents. If the idea of your representative
sitting among you in the Bear's Den,or walking by you down the mall,or conversing with
you at the store seems more appealing than the
thought of your representative punching a
calculator in an office miles away, consider

•Academics

also that although the latter may be experience working for you. the other is you experiencing the work, and you have a say in
legislation that affects your life. Kathleen
Stevens will stand with us both before and
after the election, not hidden away behind the
annoying layers of a bureaucratic business.
l'his, then, is not a time for unthinking
partisanship, but of conscientious solidarity
— we are all components of this university
community, and we should do no less than
demand that our voices be heard in Augusta
on our terms,and not on the stagnant terms of
old ideas.On Nov.3,do no let the opportunity
slip by you to become involved, and to take
hold of your future in this university and in
this community.
Eric Brown
Orono

•Library

Students should increase standards Fraternity
service will
be back
To the Editor:

Once again, The Maine Campus is editorializing for an academic path of least resistance at UM aine("Courses should conform,"
Oct. 23, p.8).
You say that each division of multiple-section courses shoulci apply identical standards so
that the same student would get the same grade
in any section in the same semester. Beside the
fact that!sense you used sour grapejuice ink in
this editorial, your arguments are vulnerable.
For starters, why should the course standard be based on the "toughest" section?
Maybe the "A" student should have gotten a

"D,"and notthe other way around...Shouldn't
our student newspaper be calling for higher,
not lower, academic standards? Further, are
you sure the fault lies with differences among
the instructors? I have taught different sections ofthe same course in the same term,and
I know that the equality of students can vary
greatly from section to section.
You write,''Two students with identical
intelligence should get pretty close to the
same grade regardless of what section they
end up in." Are there no other variables than
intelligence in determining grades? Why not
just award high school graduates a college
diploma on the basis of their IQ? This part of

your argument implies that a student capable
ofgetting an "A" in any course should be able
to get an "A" in every course(or that if you
get one "D," you should get all "D's").
Real life is a bit more complex than your
utopian model,and,as President Carter once
put it,"Life is unfair."Ifan intelligent student
attends class regularly, works hard and takes
advantage of faculty office hours, tutoring
and such,that student is unlikely to get a
Try it.
Stuart J. Bullion
Associate Professor
Journalism Department

•Politics

Send us your letters!
The editorial pages of
The Maine Campus are for
the free exchange of ideas
among members of
the university community.
To ensure equal access
letters to the editor
should be no
longer than 250 words.
Letters may be sent to us
at our new address:
The Maine Campus
Suite 7A
5743 Lord Hall
Orono, ME 04469-5743
The Maine Campus
reserves
the right to edit all
submissions for length.
taste and libel.

Trott represents a change
To the Editor:
This being an elections year, we as students have many candidates and issues to
consider. This summer I had the opportunity
to meet and talk to one of our district's state
senate candidates. I was incredibly impressed
with what he had to say. He told me that we
need change and that we need someone who
will fight for the rights of students, families,
and businesses. Dick Trott has many great
ideas and our district needs someone like him.
Since the first time we spoke I have seen
Dick several times and we have discussed
many things,but I feel that Dick's best quality

is his concern fix others. 1 had mentioned in
passing that!was having financial difficulties
with paying for school, the next time I saw
him he asked me how it was going. I couldn't
believe he remembered,let alone cared.
I sincerely think that Dick Trott cares about
the University of Maine and its students. I also
feel that ifelected he would be a wonderful and
refreshing change for our district and the state
of Maine. I hope every constituent of District
11 gets a chance to meet Dick and see the
difference he could make.
Billy Jo Beaulieu
Hancock Hall

To the Editor:
My name is Shawn Benn. I am the
service vice president ofAlpha Phi Omega.
We have been maintaining the office supply table in the library s'nce it was started
about a year ago. I am writing to update the
situation of the table.
When the library came to us with this
idea, we believed that it was a good idea.
Over the past year the table has been used
a lot. With this use, the stapler and the
hole punch have broken repeatedly. Because ofthe costs of replacing this equipment, we cannot replace them at the
current time.
So, unfortunately we have to remove
the table so that we can work on finding the
funds to replace the equipment. as soon as
replacements have been found, we will put
the table back in the library.
Both Alpha Phi Omega and the library
are grateful for your use of the table, and as
soon as the table is functional, we will
resume this service.
Shawn Benn
Service Vice President
Alpha Phi Omega

•Dogs

Cfliieore r.limmicec
are not for canines
-r
since it was May term. After I had screamed tying their dogs to trees or for letting them
To the Editor:
Miss Adams apparently has not had her
life flash in front of her face as a vicious,
unattended dog came at her or had free roaming dogs running around her without knowing
if they will bark, growl or bite.
That dog was laying there quietly by itself
and there were only a few people around me

and backed offten feet another person came up
to me and said that thatdog did that toeveryone
within reach. That was the reason she never
walked by those bushes anymore. There is no
reason that people can't walk anywhere on this
campus without fear of a dog coining at them.
People go to school here, not dogs!
How many people have been fined for

roam free? Also, how can those owners do
that to their animals? Yes,they probably can't
leave them home.but people on campuscould
seriously harm them when the owners are in
class You might he a dog owner.hut there are
many more students here that are not.
1)enise Scott
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You are intensely loyal and proud of your
family. A loving and devoted parent, you are
tireless in helping your children cultivate
their talents. Possessiveness is a potential
problem, however, You may know intellectually when to step back and let a child take
greater control over his or her life, but emotionally this is very difficult for you.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): When
someone whose been through the wars offers a bit of advice, you'd do well to listen.
Even though they may have been less than
successful themselves, you can profit greatly form their experience.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Leave
the trials and tribulations of the world behind this evening and focus solely on the one
you love. Everything else can wait, make
time for what's truly important.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): An ability
to communicate openly and honestly concerning relationship issues helps you learn
more about yourself through the eyes of
those closest to you, while enhancing the
ties that bind you together.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22):Teaming
up with a talented coworker leads to an
inventive solution to an annoying problem.
Working alone yields poor results, so combine forces for the common good.
LEO(July 23 - Aug. 22): A number of
fun social activities this weekend make it
tough to concentrate on the task at hand.
However,you may have good financial luck
if you can focus through the distractions.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Going all
out early in the day leads to nothing more
than total exhaustion! Maintaining an even
pace throughout the day enables you to get
everything done with energy to spare.
LIBRA (Sept.23 - Oct.22): A business
lunch could turn into more of a social occasion as you find out how much you have in
common with someof your colleagues. Don't
let the fun end so quickly,organize a gathering during off hours.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21):A strange
and wonderful turn ofevents may thrust you
into the arms of an alluring individual, but
you've got to make yourself available in
order to benefit from this twist of fate!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21):Solitude inevitably brings thoughts of failure
and regret now, so take advantage of this
social aspect by mingling with friends.You'll
feel at home in a crowd as your popularity
soars!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) Romance may crop up in an unlikely place,
perhaps even with someone who you've
worked with for sometime.They may finally have the courage to let you know how
they really feel.The question is: How do you
feel towards them?
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
have so many options on your social agenda that it's difficult to take advantage of
them all! Whatever you do,relax and enjoy
it. A fresh romance might develop this
evening!
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Your
effervescent personality is bubblier than
ever as you see the bright side ofeverything
and ele‘ate the spirits of those around you!
Romance is especially fun and exciting!
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
For Saturday, October 31
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IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Passionate and fiercely romantic,once you're
attracted to someone,you'll go to any lengths
to win their affection.This romantic intens;
ty can actually frighten away some. Toning
down the way you express your feelings is
strongly recommended at the outset ofa new
relationship. Commitment to love is very
important. and you give your all to make a
marriage work!
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): It may
become necessary to alter your original plan
in order to get a creative project through to
finish. Mix in a dash of practicality for the
pragmatists who control the purse strings.
TAURUS(April 20•- May 20): A difficult financial decision could impact established personal values, so take the time to
weigh the pros and cons before committing
yourself. Is potential profit worth the possible ramifications?
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20):Engage in
an evening of fun an revelry with friends
during this social influence. There could be
a lot ofcrazies out there,so select a designated driver to ensure that you get home safely.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Satisfy
your yen for travel by planning a winter
vacation or simply slipping out of town for
a weekend of exploration and relaxation.
Enjoy the companionship of a loved one.
LEO(July 23 - Aug.22): Raucous Halloween plans may have to be set aside due to
unexpected developments on the personal
or professional front. Address these problems right away or they could quickly snowball.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Someone
close to you may be feeling neglected,so do
something special to show how much you
appreciate them. A small effort can make a
tremendous difference in your relationship!
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Enhanced
charm and personal magnetism make you
the star of any social gathering! Don't sit at
home alone during this dynamic influence,
share your humor and joie de vivre!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Any
doubts you may have had regarding a friend's
ntentionsevaporate when they come through
for you in a big way just when you need it
most! Listen carefully to advice that you
rxeive now.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
Avoid impulse buying as you'll probably
regret it in the long run. Unexpected developments could bring you in contact with
several romantic prospects, one of which
could change your life forever!
CAPRICORN(Dec.22- Jan. 19)Look
within yourself to fine tune your intuition
while gathering your resources in an effort
to implement change. You can gain a better
perspective on yourself by listening to others.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Adverse feelings toward a friend or partner that
you've kept buried until now may percolate
to the surface. Discuss this development
openly with them in order to set the record
straight.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): A friend's
reaction to your expressed career goals may
catch you off guard. If you can' make them
understand you iationale. k them belies.T
what they want and go ahead regardless.
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon,or stop by the ofrice in the
basement of Lord Hall.
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(754 each minute)

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and nompatability, work, morloy. career.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The fist minute ir, FREE. You must be 18 01 older. Call
today — 1-900-7264036.
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•Literature

Professor says 'Little House' books were

•Li

ostwritten

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — Laura
William Morris, a spokesman for Har- manuscripts.
Wilder wrote her daughter. "Do anything
Ingalls Wilder's beloved "Little Hous
e" perCollins Children's Books, said that if
"I think what the manuscripts, the di- you please with (the)damn stuff if you will
books about life on the American frontier in
Lane had been a ghostwriter,the company ary and the letter
s indicate is that(Wilder) fix it up."
the late 1800s were ghostwritten by her
would have given her credit as co-author. was amate
an
urish writer from beginning
Wilder's manuscripts are noticeably difdaughter, a professor contends.
HarperCollins' predecessor companies to end and
every
that
thing
that
make
s
ferent
the
from the edited "Little House" books
William Holtz,a University of Missouri
published nearly 35 million copies of the 'Little House
' books stand up and sing is and Lane wrote entire chapters, Holtz said.
professor of English, credits Rose Wilder
books.
what the daughtet did to them," Holtz Anderson,however,said the first
Lane with everything that make the chiltwo books
The books, based on Wilder's experi- said.
were published "almost word for word" as
dren's books "stand up and sing."
ences growing up on the prairie, were transHe said Lane was an established writer Wilder wrote them.
"I am saying the daughter substantially lated
into dozens of languages and became before Wilder becam famou
e
s,writing novOne expert questioned the importance of
rewrote it, excising parts, writing dramatic
the basis for the TV series "Little House on els, articles
natio
for
nal
magaz
ines and Holtz's assertions.
themes, changing dialogue. If this isn't
the Prairie."
biographies of Henry Ford and Herbert
ghostwriting, what is?" Holtz said in a
"It's an interesting scholarly question,"
Wilder, who had no literary background Hoover.
telephone interview from Columbia on
said
Liz Huntoon, director of children's
and the equivalent ofan eighth-grade educa"Have to finish my mother's goddamn services at the Chica
Wednesday.
go Public Library.
tion, began writing at age 65 at her daugh- juvenile,
which has stopped me flat," Lane
In a forthcoming book,Holtz challenges ter's
"But
it
doesn
't
make
any difference to
urging.
wrote to a friend about Wilder's "On the the zillions of
the image of Wilder as a literary Grandma
kids
aroun
d the world who
She sat at a tiny desk at their home in the Banks of Plum
Creek."
Moses of the Ozarks.
read
those
books
.
It's
still
quintessentially
Missouri Ozarks and scribbled on paper
"Change the beginning if you want," the American pione
Some of Holtz's colleagues dispute his tablet
er experience."
s, some of which are on display at the
conclusion, saying the two writers collabohomestead in Mansfield.
rated and Lane was simply an editor for the
By the time she died in 1957. Wilder had
series published in the 1930s.
from page 1
published 10 books. Another was published
"(Lane's)fingerprints are all over those after her
death. Lane died in 1968.
men.He said this word is not in mostdictionar- selves, accor
books." said William Anderson. a Michiding to Baber.
Holtz's claims are made in his biography ies, although misog
yny is. He said this limits
gan author who has written several books on of
He
quote
d
statistics that 80 percent of
Lane,"The Ghost in the Little House," the way in which men
can discuss and defend successful suicides were
Wilder's family."But I just don't think it is to
by men,as well as
be published in the spring by University themselves in talks about
gender issues.
fair to say she did 80 or 90 percent of the of
the majority of drug addicts being men,
Missouri Press. Lane's heir gave Holtz
Baber also said that his ideal of a men's among
writing."
other statistical inferences.
access in 1976 to family letters, diaries and study program
would culminate in a semi"I yearn for the day when we all say
nar,in which people from the women's and 'That
is true,what the hell are we going to do
men's programs would work together to about
it?" Baber said.
solve gender differences and issues.
Baber also gave a brief synapsis of his
"Like it or not, we are in this together," writi
ng career,from his first article in PlayBaber said.
boy,to his most current works. He said that
He also stated that the worst form of his colum
n Men was nearly cancelled in the
ignorance is to not know one's self. The early
going, as the editorial staff hated it.
culmination ofa men'sstudy program would Howe
ver it was saved by readers, who felt
he for the men to get to know their true that
it addressed an important need.

Asa Baber lecture

STODDER CO:NIA/IONS
OPEN MON-SAT 11AM-8PM

ENHANCING YOUR CAMPUS LIVING EXPERIENCE
'OFFERING
CONVENIENT,ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR THE
ENTIRE UNIVERSITY
COMMUNITY! WE WELCOME ANY SUGGE
STIONS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.
PAY WITH CASH OR RECEIVE A 5% DISCOUNT
FOR USING YOUR MAINECARD

Pringies 25( OFF

Look for the instore discount rack.

Expires 11/6/92

Great Bargains!
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The Division of Student Affairs, University of
Maine
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ltalian • Mexican
American • Cocktails
Burgers • Children's Menu

The Buddha ate
spaghetti.
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Join Us For The

BRAIN TRANSPLANT SUCC
ESSFUL !!!

Iasii

"Most Creative Costume"
and More!!!

Friday & Saturday 8pm
Grand Prize $150 Value
Miller Lite $1.50 bottle
Open 7 days a week for both lunch and dinner.
Located on Bangor- Mall Boufevard, neXt-to
V1Z-0'11-SaVe-g0
- 4:14M

The

AFTER
The brain of Willie Nelson,
recently bought at an auction
to pay
for the singer's hack taxes was
successfully transplanted into the
head of Orono merchant Dr.
Records. To celebrate, he's havi
ng
a country music sale-All This
Week-All C+W CDs $11.99
All C+W Cassettes
$7.99
Dr. Records • 20 Main St.
Orono • 866-7874
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Looks discrinlination, women,topics oflecture
By Ellen Cowperthwaite

Volunteer Writer
"Freaks, Fairies and Fat Ladies — A
Right to Discriminate?" was a program presented Monday by Wendy Chapkis, professor at the University of California at Santa
Cruz. The lecture was part of the Women's
Resource Center series.
Chapkis is a noted feminist and author of
Beauty Secrets: Women And the Politics of
Appearance.
She addressed a wide range of overt
discrimination based on appearance and sexual preference, and attempted to dispel the
myth that "those who intentionally appear
different don't deserve rights."
She said women in particular need to
he aware of the limitations placed upon
them for how they must look,dress and act
to fit in.
"You should never have to feel inadequate or feel that you have to apologize for
the way you look. The pressures are very
real. Appearances do matter," Chapkis
said.
She described the uphill attempt to
establish a "looks law," a Santa Cruz,Ca.
ordinance prohibiting discrimination

base,' on personal appearance and sexual
looking a certain way," Chapkis.said.
orientation.
She cited studies done by Ester RothThe ordinance evolved from a desire to man on
job discrimination based on body
provide basic civil rights to the gay/lesbian image which
showed 60 percent of overcommunity after a California civil rights weight women
were not hired or promoted.
law was vetoed by Governor Pete Wilson.
Two black women in Washington D.0
The ordinance was later broadened to in- were
fired because they opted to wear
elude appearance.
cornrows instead of more "conventional
The ordinance is based on existing work- hairstyles."
ing models in Washington D.C. and Michi"The implication is we would all choose
gan.
to be thin white, heterosexual males. Not!"
The niedia responded to the ordinance as Chapkis said.
a "flaky California thing." Chapkis cited a
She said her personal experience as a
story about a man fired from his position as lesbian who also
happened to have facial
a hospital ordetiy because his tongue was hair prompted
ignorant questions during the
pierced.
ordinance hearing,such as"Are you a lesbi"The Santa Cruz ordinance was exposed an because you have a moustache?
Are you
and ridiculed in national publications... de- a lesbian because
you're too ugly to get a
scribing Santa Cruz as the place to get a job man?"
if you were an overweight deadhead who
Curiously, Chapkis's facial hair was
recently had a sex change operation or had a not covered by the ordinance.
She could
penchant for purple hair,tattoos and pierced still legally be turned down for
job be
tongues," Chapkis said.
cause of a light fringe of blond hair above
Chapkis addressed the grim realities of her lip.
discrimination based on appearance.
She expressed concern for the gay/lesbi"There are no rights to discrimination if an community fighting misconceptions
beyou choose to be different, be it wearing an ing spread by vehement right wing groups
earring, wearing your hair in a particular and the media in response to the Santa Cruz
style, wearing certain clothes or physically ordinance and the repeal of gay rights ordi-

Wendy Chapkis. (Photo courtesy of
the Women's Resource Center.)
minces around the country.
She said there have been two brutal gay
bashings in the Santa Cru7 area.
Chapkis also noted there has been a
reported 32 percent increase in violent gay
bashing in the Portland. Maine area 'Since
the repeal effort started there.

•Television

Bill Cosby considering buying NBC for $4 billion

NEW YORK (Al') -- As Dr. Cliff
Hu xtable,Bill Cosby helped low-rated NBC
get healthy. It's ailing again,and Cosby may
have a prescription: buy it.
"It's for real. It is serious. It's not a
nimor," said his spokesman, David Brokaw.
If Cosby is serious about his interest in
purchasing it, he'll have to get in line.
A month ago, when former Fox Inc.
Chairman Barry Diller had a power lunch
with NBC President Robert Wright, it was
noted in The Wall Street journal.
Another purported suitor, Paramount
Studios,is headed by former NBC President
Brandon Tartikoff, who put "The Cosby
Show" on the air.
NBC corporate spokeswoman Betty
Hudson had no comment about the reports.
Once highly profitable enterprises,NBC,
ABC and CBS were a television troika with
little competition through the 1970s. With
the proliferation ofcable networks and independent stations,the audience share held by
the "Big Three" shrank to about two-thirds
during the 1980s.
Also during the decade, all three networks' parent companies were swallowed
up by even larger owners. As earnings erod-

L'e"1
I
do
you know
name of
that song?

ed, painful cost-cutting began. Recurrent
rumors had it that one network or another
would be put on the block.
Whether that might be the case now with
NBCremains undetermined. Not much clearer iS what Cosby would do with the network,
no longer a cash cow, if he did become its
owner at a possible pricetag of $3.5 billion
to $4 billion.
Brokaw said only that Cosby has "obviously got some ideas about quality TV."
Cosby, 55, host of the syndicated game
show "You Bet Your Life," has been associated with NBC since 1965, when he costarred in "I Spy." The role made Cosby,a
standup comedian,the first black man to star
in a dramatic series.

He w as a successful pitchman for Coca- parent company of NBC. in 1986 for $6.4
Cola and Jell-O desserts v; hen he led a billion. NBC thrived after the purchase. hut
resurgence of then-moribund NBC in the its ratings began to erode two seasons ago as
1980s with "The Cosby Show," a sitcom aging hit shows began to fade and new
premise that ABC and CBS had rejected.
programs failed.
As partriarch Heathcliff Huxtable, CosNBC,knocked out of first place in the
by played a successful obstetrician and fam- 1991-92 season, tried to reach younger
ily man.
viewers this season. It dumped successful
The show first aired in 1984 and for the series such as "In the Heat of the Night"
next four seasons was No. 1, helping NBC and "Matlock" that appealed to older
rule Thursday's prime time and dominate viewers.
household ratings for seven years.
The shows were picked up by other netThe series, wt.:ch won six Enunys,made works, but NBC's fall lineup, including
Cosby a wealthy man. His personal fortune newcomers like "Rhythm & Blues,''"Out
is estimated at $300 million by Forbes mag- All Night" and "The Round Table." have
azine. The show stopped production in 1992. performed poorly. NBC remains in third
General FlOrtfir niirr-Fmcovi RCA then istaop in the ririme tirrl r•Atincrc

RE-ELECT THOMAS J. DAVIS
COUNTY COMMISSIONER DISTRICT II
•Owner of Davis Dairy Farms

• Penobscot County Extension Service Executive Committee Member
• Penobscot Consortium Private Industry Council Member
•Penobscot County's Representative to Heart of Maine/
Resource Conservation and Development Area
• Corinth Area Kiwanis Charter Member
• Agway Council Member
• 15 Years Selectman/Assessor — 12 Years as Chairman of the Town of Kenduskeag
•Former 4 Term Chairman of the Farmers Home Administration County Committee
• Former Member of the Executive Committee
Penobscot Valley Regional Planning Commission
• Farm Bureau Member — Former State and County Director of Maine Farm Bureau
• Former Chairman of the Penobscot County
Agricultural Stabilization Conservation Service(ASCS)
• Former Director of the Maine Dairy Industry Association

PROVEN EXPERTISE IN:
• Controlling County and Municipal Budgets
• Assessing Piopri ty Valuations
• Road Construction
• Personnel Management

BUSINESS SENSE

"Penobscot County Commissioners red.iced this rar's
budget by •'...610 without curtailing necessary services,
Good businesssense counts!"

ACCOUNTABILITY

PAID FOR BY THOMAS J. DAVIS

ACCESSIBILITY

grio
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* Murder
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Inmate denied appeal Russian general says
in slaying of cell mate Hiss wasn't Soviet spy

Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Fellowships

PORTLAND,Maine (AI') ---- Maine's
Tisdale asserted that the statements were
highest court has rejected the appeal of a not made
voluntarily and that Smith mistakMaine State Prison inmate convicted of enly waived
his right to consult an attorney.
murder in the death ofhis cellmate who was Tisdale also
asserted that police violated his
beaten, tortured and hanged after a mock client's rights
by waiting an unreasonably
trial by the prisoners.
long time to charge him with the crime.
The justices unanimously upheld the
The law court disagreed on all three
conviction of Roger L Smith, dismissing arguments in
Monday's ruling.
his claim that his constitutional rights had
Despite Smith'scontention that "highly.
been violated.
depravitory" c inditions existed at the prisA Superior Courtjury in Rockland con- on,thejustices said
conditions were not had
victed the 23-year-old Smith last year in the enough to oven-ur
n Kravchuk's finding that
March 5, 1990slaying ofLarry L.Richard- Smith's oral
and written statements were
son Jr. of Biddeford. Smith, who's from voluntary.
Limestone, was sentenced to 70 years in
On the matter of Smith's right to an
prison.
attorney's advice, the court dismissed TisRichardson was found hanging in the dale's argument
that Smith was unable to
cell. Testimony during Smith's trial indi- comprehend
what he was saying or being
cated Richardson was killed after being asked because
ofa "severely limited ability
subjected to three days of abuse during a to understand words.
"
kangaroo court staged by other inmates in
As for the three-month delay between
the segregation unit who preyed on him Richardson'smuttie
rand the lodgingofchargbecause he was a child molester.
es against Smith, the court said found no
A second inmate, Randall Tenggren, evidence that it was
deliberate attempt by the
also was charged in the incident but was state to extract
an incriminating statement.
found innocent after a trial in April.
Testimony at Smith's trial suggested
Smith's attorney, Swan W. Tisdale Jr. prison guards knowin
gly made no effort to
of Portland, argued in his appeal that the stop the mock trial
— those charges are the
trial judge. Justice Margaret Kravchuk, focus of an ongoin
g investigation by the
should have excluded statements Smith attorney general
's office —butthe supreme
made to police after the discovery of Rich- court said any
such findings would not abardson's body.
solve Smith of responsibility.

The University of Maine Chapter of Phi Kappa
Phi
National Honor Society is inviting applications
from
outstanding senior students for competitive fellow
ships worth up to $7,0(X) for first-year gradu
ate or
professional study. Fifty of these prestigious fellow
ships will be awarded nationwide. A Univer
sity of
Maine physics honorsstudent,Stephen Ouelle
tte from
North Berwick, Maine won one of these award
s last
Year. In addition,thirty honorable mention award
s of
$500 will be made.

NEW YORK (AP) — Alger Hiss. the
State Department lawyer accused of espionage during the McCarthy era, never spied
for the Soviets, says a Russian general with
access to archives ofthe former Soviet t 1nion.
In a statement given to an Amencan
historian and filmmaker who has studied the
case. Gen. Dmitri A. Volkogonov, chairman of Russia's military intelligence archives, called the allegations against Hiss
"completely groundless."
And in a videotaped statement made for
the historian, John Lowenthal. Volkogonov
elaborated on his findings:"The fact that he
was convicted in the '50s was a result ot
either false information or judicial error.
You can tell Alger Hiss that the heavy weight
should be lifted from hi$ heart."
Volkogonov's statements were quoted
in today's The New York Times.
The 87-year-old Hiss, who has maintained his innocence for 44 years, said in the
Times: "It won't settle things for people I've

Campaign money
ness farmers in the drought-plagued state
ho had repeatedly requested. to no avail,
that reserve water be released.
Ten days after the money was raised and
transferred to Bush, billions of gallons of
v. ater were released to the farmers.
Smith said the average voter is frustrated
by this sort of favoritism. They feel that
politicians are out of touch.
Smith said the goal ofCommon Cause is
to bring the election process back into the
hands of the average voter. Which, by virtue. would place the government process
there as well.
To reign in campaign spending. reforms
call for the candidates to project their cam-

The Criteria used in the selection process
include
scholastic achievement,high standardized test
scores,
honors and enrichment programs, leadership
and
participation in university and community activit
ies.
expression of study plans and career goals, plus
evaluations by faculty.
Interested applicants are urged to take the approp
riate standardized examination early. For examp
l(
those planning to take the graduate record examination(GRE)on December 12 must register for it before
November 6. Information about standardized
test(GRE,GMAT,MCAT,LSAT,DAT,VAT,etc.)is avail
able at the Graduate School office in Winslow Hall
Graduating seniors with superior academic and lead
ership records should contact Robert Dunlap in
tht
Chemistry Department or Nancy Lewis in the FogIc
Library for additional information and applicatio:
forms.
Phi Kappa Phi was founded in 1897 at the University
of Maine. It now has more than 260 Chapters at
universities and colleges throughout the nation. It i••
the only major national scholastic honor society which
recognizes academic excellence is all disciplines. The
Fellowship Program wasestablished in 1Q32and since
then has provided more than 12,000 Graduate Fellowship Awards and 400 Honorable Mention Awards.
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from page 9
paign budget. If one spends more than the
other, money from a reserve account would
be allocated to the opponent.
The reserve would be funded by registration fees levied on PACs and government
lobbyists under another reform Common
Cause is pushing for.
Hayes and Smith said Common Cause is
nov, looking for legislative sponsorship of
their reforms.They said they hope it will
then be voted into law. If not. they said they
are prepared to take it to the people in a
referendum.
"We've got to make this process a lot
more open and a lot fairer." Smith said.
-That's what we're seeking to do"
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regarded as prejudiced from the beginning,
butt think this is a final verdict on the thing."
Hiss was accused of spying for the Soviet
['Mon by Whittaker Chambers. a Time magazine editor who had been a Communist Party
merner in the 1930s. Chambers died in 1961.
Chambers had claimed HHiss had given
him classified information to be sent to the
Soviets. In 1948,Chambers produced microfilmed documentsfrom a hollowed-out pumpkin on his Maryland farm that connected Hiss
to Communist activities a decade earlier.
Hiss was never charged with espionage
hut was convicted of lying to the House UnAmerican Activities Committee by denying
under oath that he had ferried the "pumpkin
papers" to Chambers in 1938. He served
four years in federal prison and has been
fighting since to clear his name.
The Hiss case made a major national
figure out of Richard M. Nixon. who was a
California congressman sided with Chambers against Hiss.
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•Health

Ancient religion stresses Study finds kids exposed
ecology, egalitarianism to lead score lower in tests
By Matt Wickenheiser

Staff Writer

"An it harm none, do as you would."
This is a main view of Wicca, an ancient
religion which is practiced worldwide, even
here at UMaine.
According to Tina Passman, assistant professorofclassical languages and literature. Wicca was the religion of indigenous peoples. and
was not forced on those who were not members.
Wicca stresses ecology, and the importance of respecting the Mother Earth, Passman said.
This is close to the Native American idea
preservi
ng the land for up to your seventh
of
generation of offspring, she said.
Passman stressed the idea that she wasn't
anti-Christian, but the use of Christ's teach!nf_ts as a tool of the state has saddened her.
Many religions, Christianity included,include convetsion of nonbelievers as doctrine.
"It's the colonization of people's spirits
through convert or die mentality,- Passman
said.
Wicca worships not only a God, but a
Goidess. In fact, women and men are given
equal footing and potential in Wicca. Gender
complementarity is the term Passman used.
"Empowering women to find the Goddess
in themselves.- is how a student on campus,
Wendi Nault. described Wicca.
According to her, wiccan means literally
"wise persoa," with the power and knowl-

edge to heal, nurture, mediate. etc.
A wiccan follows the moral principles of
Wicca, respects nature, and respects others.
Passman speculated that with the imposition of Christianity and other religions,
the
common concept of"witch- came into being.
In resistance to the colonizing situation.
Passman said, people may have used their
power and knowledge to resist change.
Many of the stereotypes may have been
conceived through torture. When a person is
tortured,Passman said,she will say anything.
The wiccan idea ofinagick is to become part
of the flow of the universe. You direct energy,
becoming an instrument of the universe.
People who use these powers and knowledge in a negative way,Passman said, aren't
wiccans.
Wiccans celebrate holidays that include
Sainhaine, Winter Solstice. Imbolia, Spring
Equinox. Midsummer. Autumnal Equinox.
and Lughnasadh.
Each of these holidays involve certain
ceremonies.purposes,and celebrations. In no
way are sacrifices included in the ceremonies.
Here on campus.a wiccan teaching group
is being formed, and there are two wiccan
groups. or covens. in the Bangor area.
In the periodical room in the F.:ogler Library is a copy of Circle Network Newsletter.
a magazine for wiccans.
To learn more about Wicca. Nault recommended books by Scott Cunnigham.Ed Fitch
and Starhawk.

BOSTON(AP)— Youngsters who were
exposed to low levels of lead during infancy
scored slightly worse than expected on IQ
tests when they reached school age. a study
published Thursday found.
The Australian study is the latest of several in recent years to suggest that minuscule
amounts of lead can have a subtle but lasting
effect on the intellect.
"The results indicate that the deleterious
effects of environmental lead are not large
and that only a small fraction of the overall
variation in IQ can be attributed to lead
exposure," the researchers wrote in the New
England Journal of Medicine.
The damaging effects of lead are often
seen among the poor. However, this study
was conducted largely on children from
blue-collar and middle-class families.
In an accompanying editorial. Dr. Kathryn R. Mahaffey of the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences said that the
findings on lead exposure "emphasize the
intellectual cost of not preventing it."
The study' was based on a review of494
children in the Australian lead-smelting corn-

munity of Port Pine.
Dr. Peter A. Baghurst and colleagues
from the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organization in Adelaide
measured lead in the youngsters' blood at
birth and as they grew.
'..ead is measured in micrograms per
deciliter. A microgram is one-millionth of
a gram, and a deciliter is one-tenth of a
liter.
In the United States, the Centers for
Disease Control considers community-wide
amounts over 10 micrograms per deciliter to
be a "level of concern." Three million to 4
million U.S. children are believed to carry
this much lead in their bodies.
In Port Pine. about one-third of children
had lead levels over 25 micrograms per
deciliter when the study began in 1979.
The researchers found that when infants
had lead levels over 30 micrograms,their IQ
scores suffered when they reached school
age. Among 7-year-olds with such exposure, scores were about 5 percent below
those of children with levels of 10 micrograms.

Fire

frnm page

ccording to Paula Eckard,residential director
of Oxford Hall. there was almost no damage.
-Everybody did what they were suppaced to do. so it went very well.- she said.
There was a second fire in Alumni Hall

parking lot. Orono Fire Department responded to a car fire, and put out the blaze.
Orono Fire l)epartment visited UMaine
a third time to respond to a false alarm in
York Village.

STEVENS
These are difficult times at UMaine.
We have all experienced the effects of the budget cuts.
It is crucial that we have effective and
responsive representation in Augusta.
It is up to you to send a strong
student voice to the legislature.

VOTE STEVENS ON NOVEMBER

3rd
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from page 1

do think about worker's compensation
sum payments for injured workers, I would ers, single parents, people
who simply do
as it currently exists?
go after the fraud which this hill doesn't not have the means
take
to
care of themFirst of all, Maine has a very expensiNe address at
all.
selves
.
worker's comp system. It is expensive for
There are a lot of ways to reform the
Getting rid of unnecessary state bureauan number of reasons, number one, our system
and everybody is going to have to cracy is another. Everybody talk about
that in
system isn't particularly great, it's not the gi‘e a little,
the emp!oyers are going to these great general terms... there's real work
worst in the country, but it's not particular- have to
give a little, right now the employ- that needs to be done in the area. Studen
t
ly great.
ers are scared to death, if you've been financial aid,the enviro
nment...those are the
Number two,we have a dangerous work injured on
the job then an employer is things we have to go after.
place. Paper mills, shoe factories, woods scared to
death to hire you back, because
People, voters, customers, if you will,
work are all things which are inherently they are
afraid they are going to be getting have to understand that there
isjust going to
dangerous.
into some big problem.
be less because there isn't enough money.
Three, we have a very small pool, relaThe workers have to give some and the People aren't spendi
ng money. we aren't
tively speaking, to collect money from. In people who
need to be squeezed out as far as getting revenue money, and
their going to
Maine we have felatively few employers I'm concer
ned are the insurance companies do with less. If state govern
ment is reorgaand dangerous occupations.That's one part because
those people are making money nized in the next few years.
it's going to look
of it, the second part is that our system isn't hand over
fist.
a lot different.
great.
What can you offer the students of this
How do you feel about downsizing
I voted against this worker's comp district that
your opponent cannot?
state
government?
package for a number of reasons. The bill
I'll bring a first hand perspective with
On
the whole, I don't think it's a huge
that was voted on in the special session regard
s to education. I was a student here issue. I will tell you
that I supported a bill
was a had piece of legislation. One of my until last
December, I know first hand the last year to create a unicam
eral legislature
standards in Augusta is that I will not vote devastation
that has been caused by cuts at on the model of Nebras
ka where there is
for a piece of bad legislation.
this campus.
only one body with 151 members, basically
I voted against budgets for that reaI believe very deeply in the mission of evolves from
the senate
son.I've voted against all kinds of things the University
of Maine and in higher eduThat's
an
idea
we need to go back and
that should have been passed but they cation. And
perhaps more importantly than look at as far as I'm concer
ned. Then, you
were bad bills and I didn't get elected to that. I'm willing
to do what is necessary to would be looking at,if you're
worried about
vote for bad bills. The easiest thing is to fund education.
saving
money
—
and
there's
not a lot of
go down to Augusta and vote for legisCan you list five specific issues, beside money to be saved
in
the
legisla
tive process
lation that is popular but bad and I would education and
the economy, which are anyhow,but if you were
interes
ted
in saying
put the worker's comp bill in that cate- important to you?
money
,
you'd
have
s.gnifi
cant
saving
s by
gory.
think it's very important that we need abolishing not
only
legisla
tors
but
you'd
How would you change the current to decide, we need
to prioritze what's im- eliminate all the print ag costs
for the other
system?
portant.
body.
The first thing 1 would do is cut the
Basic life support issues —making sure
I think someday,we'll look very seriouslawyers out of it and I'd establish some that elderly
people are taken care of. the ly at the unicameral model.
It is a form of
treatment protocols. I'd eliminate lump mentally ill,
young children, pre-school- government that's not reckle
ss but it's cer-
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tainly not ponderous like the one we have
now. I think a unicameral can make for a
better government. It's a non-partisan
legislature.. there was a great deal of cooperation.
The down-side, from what I could read,
lobbyist influence had to be watched very
carefully. I'm not hot on the idea ofreducing
the size of the legislature. I think it will
happen,I'm worried what will happen to the
rural counties if it does happen.
What is your position on ga), rights?
I've worked for the passage of what we
call the equal protection under the laws bill
in Augusta. I hope I'm in Augusta to support
it again. It will come up again.
It's an important issue for a lot of people
and I think there are a number of people,
including the Governor, who need to reexamine their position on it because they are
back in the dark ages.
There is a great deal of pain and suffering right now that's unnecessary that's
going on because we don't have this bill on
the books.
The bill that's proposed would only add
the words "and sexual orientation" to a
whole laundry list of things to which people cannot be discriminated against, age,
race, religion. color.
That language needs to he added to the
law so that the Maine Human Rights Commission can enforce laws against people
who are discriminating on the basis of sexual orientation.
The bill does not create an affirmative
action system for homosexuals as was suggested by Mr. Cota.
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Come check out our wide variety of
UMaine sweatshirts and hats at low prices.
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We also have CITGO quality gas so come
in to our convenience store located be-

hind the Black Bear inn near exit 51 and
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• Support for UMaine's budget
• Less partisan bickering and more
action
• Belief in a strong UMaine within the
university system

"Common sense back in Augusta"

For Change!
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• Black Bear hockey faces University of New Brunswick
• UMaine football squad host powerful Delaware Saturday
• Ouimet sets UMaine soccer goal record

•UMaine hockey

Black Bears face New Brunswick
By Chad Finn

Sports Editor

The University of Maine women's
cross country team finished fifth at the
North Atlantic Conference Championships Sunday in Durham, N.H.
Senior Jill Hindley led the team with
her 20th place finish and her best performance of her career. Hindley covered the
3.1-mile course at the University ofNew
Hampshire in 20:33. Allyson Lowell and
Monica Belyea placed 24th and 35th with
times of 20:44 and 20:47. respectively.
Kate Ringo was 33rd in 21:15 and Tiffany Pope was 34th in 21:23. The Black
Bears next run in the New England Championships on Oct. 30 in Boston.

The University of New Brunswick isn't
exactly known around these parts as a
dominant hockey power.

Many Black Bear tans probably remem
her the last time the two teams met four
years ago, when the Black Bears squeaked
out a 12-0 win and a little-known first year
player by the name of Scott Pellerin scored
two goals in his collegiate debut.

The University of Maine golf team
ended its fall season with a 13th place
finish in the N.E.I.G.A. Championships
in New Seabury, Mass. Jeff Wass led
Maine with a 15th place finish. He followed a first day 78 with a 77. Tom
DelRosso shot 79 and 81 to place 36th.
Rick Jones placed 70th with a 165. John
('onley was 73rd with a 166. Todd Dufresne closed out the scoring with a 172.

Former University of Maine hockey
star Bob Beers was traded Wednesday to
the Tampa Bay Lighting for defensemen
Stephane Richer.
Beers, who has been in the Bruins
organization for the past three years, tallyecl five assists for the Bruins last year.
He split his time with Boston and their
then farm team the Maine Mariners in
each of his three seasons.
This year Beers was with the Bruin
farm club in Providence, where he had
one goal and two assists.

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) —
Top-seeded Jim Courier, playing his first
ATP Tour match in six weeks. beat fellow American Derrick Rostagrno 6- I,7-6
(7-2) in the second round of the Stock' holm Open.

The University of New Brunswick skaters will have to face the intimidating
stare of UMaine goalie Mike Dunham Friday, not to mention his fabulous
netminding skills. (Kiesow photo.)

Sec NEW BRUNSWICK on page 24

•UMaine football

Blue Hens present UMaine with a difficult task

By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
NEW YORK(AP)— Steve Emtrnan,
the top pick in last April's NFL draft, was
rewarded for his 90-yard interception return that clinched Indianapolis' 31-20
victory over Miami by being named the
AFC defensive player of the week.
San Diego's Stan Humphries earned
AFC offensive honors and Dallas' Emmitt Smith and Philadelphia's Seth Joyner were honored by the NFC.
Humphries completed 20of27 passes
for a career-high 349 yards in the Chargers' 24-21 victory over Denver.

But things change, and according to
Ilniversity of Maine Coach Shawn Walsh,
the New Brunswick team that the Black
Bears face Friday and Saturday nights at
Alfond is a vastly improved squad from the
one they crushed way back when.
"They're a much, much better team than
they were four years ago," Walsh said."They
are probably better than Providence."
If you recall, llMaine heat and tied the
10th-ranked Friars last weekend in a very
physical series. The tie resulted in the Black
Bears falling from #1 to #2 in mans national
college hockey polls.
And if UMaine wants to sta in the
second slot, they can't afford a letdown this
weekend.
"They have a new coach who's come in
and really turned things around." Walsh
said. "They have really done a good job of
recnnting, and they have quite a few talented Major A junior players on their team."
Major A junior players are generally in
their early 20's, while I Maine features numerous 18-and 19-year-olds in their lineup.
Walsh feels the age factor is definitely in the
Red Devils' favor.
"There is quite an age disparity between
our younger players and their players," Walsh
said. "But more importantly, there is an
experience disparity, which is something
that is very important,and I think,an advantage for them."
Among the standouts for the Coach Mike
Johnston's club are Allistar Still, a left wing
who tried out with the NHL's Tampa Bay
Lightning, and senior goalie Chris Somers,
who was an All-League selection a year ago.
"This could he the best team I've ever
had here," Johnston said of his 3-0 squad.
"We have a solid defensive coo,and quite
a few talented young offensive threats."
But one of UMaine's top first-year stars
was a casualty of the two-game Providence
matchup. Hockey East Player of the Week
Peter Ferraro(two goals,four assists for six
points) will sit out the New Brunswick series with bruised ribs after taking a vicious
hit late in the second game.
"It's a precautionary measure," Walsh
said."We want him to heal up 100 percent
now so he doesn't have any problems down
the road."

After last Saturday's disappointing 3730 loss to the university of Connecticut,the
University of Maine football team was, for
all intents and purposes, eliminated from
any chance at the Yankee Conference title
this season.
But the Black Bears still have a vital role
to play in determining the league's final
standings. With games remaining versus
three ofthe top four teams in the conference,
the UMaine squad is in a perfect position to
play the role of spoiler.
The Black Bears hope to begin wrecking

the championship dreams of the YC conferFerentz hinted he wouldn't mind seeing
ence contenders this Saturday when they some of the dreaded white
stuff falling from
take on the University of Delaware at 1 p.m. the sky to greet their rivals
from the South.
at Alumni Field.
"Cold weather is our friend.- Ferentz
Beating the Blue Hens will be no easy said, semi-seriously. "We need
every adtask for UMaine. Coach Tubby Raymond vantage we can get. 1 told
(groundskeeper)
and his squad are 6-1 overall this season, Jimmy Dunphy that if even
1
caw them
including an unbiemished conterence mark coming near the field with
a law n mower,
of5-0,and their last two victories have come I'd make them sit in on
one ofstaff meetings.
against a Division 1-A team (Navy), and which is cruel and unusual
punishment."
talented YC foe Villanova.
But the Black Bears (4-3, 2-2) are hurt"It's going to he a great. great challenge ing physically heading into
the contest.
for us," UMaine Coach Kirk Ferentz said.
Strong safety Greg Mikell has a badly
"We have to realize last Saturday is over sprained ankle and probabl
y won't play
with,and pull together and work hard to pull
off an upset."
See BLUE HENS on page 24
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•Major League Baseball

•(Maine women's soccer

Puckett several others file Women's soccer team finishes
season with loss to UNH

By Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer

I.

NEW YORK(AP)— Kirby Puckett, as
expected,is a flee agent. And he still doesn't
know what awaits him.
"It'sjust a formality," the popular Minnesota Twins outfielder said Wednesday
after filing.
Puckett, who led the Twins to two World
Series titles, proposed a $27.5 million,fiveyear extension in May,but Minnesota ow ner Carl Pohlad rejected the deal.
Puckett, baseball's first $3 million man.
completed a $9 million, three-year deal in
1992.
"It's just something that I have to do,"
Puckett said. "So, I mean. I filed, and then
I guess I can just sit back now and wait and
see who's really interested."
Puckett was among 15 players filing
Wednesday.raising the total to 73. A total of
89 players are potentially eligible,including
20 who were to find out today if they would
be offered salary arbitration or given the
opportunity to become free agents. That
group includes Oakland pitcher Mike Moore
and Atlanta reliever Jeff Reardon.
Meanwhile, the Chicago White Sox
exercised a $260,000 option on pitcher
Terry Leach and the Baltimore Orioles
exercised a $400,000 option on infielder
Tim Hulett.
The White Sox declined to offer arbitration to catchcr Carlton Fisk and pitcher Charlie Hough, and the Montreal Expos declined to offer arbitration to Bill
Krueger.

The San Diego Padres placed pitcher
Ed Whitson on the voluntary retired list.
Also filing Wednesday were Baltimore By Stuart Davis
outfielder Joe Orsulak, Boston outfielder Sports Writer
Tom Brunansky, Detroit outfielder Gary
The University of Maine women's socPettis, New York Yankees pitcher Scott
Sanderson, Oakland pitcher Ron Darling, cer team ended a frustrating season ThursTexas second baseman Al Newman and day with a 2-0 loss to the University of New
Hampshire at Alumni Field in Orono.
Toronto pitcher Dave Stieb.
The Black Bears started out slow in the
Other major leaguers filing late
Wednesday include Toronto outfielder Pat first half but put the pressure on to start the
Tabler,Cincinnati pitcher Scott Bankhead second.
"Maine had a very strong first 20 minand third baseman Darnell Coles, Los
Angeles pitchers Roger McDowell and utes in the second half,"UNH head coach
Bob Ojeda,New York Mets shortstop Dick Marjorie Anderson said. "This is when our
Schofield and San Francisco outfielder goalkeeper Molly Kirchner came up really
big for us."
Mike Felder.
But UMaine failed to put the ball in the
Puckett, 31,hit .329 with 4-9 homers and
110 RBIs in 1992. He has a .321 career net and the momentum shifted.
"After firing all those shots at us and not
average and has won five Gold Gloves.
scoring
Maine was really let down when we
"We continue to talk to the Twins," said
Puckett's agent. Ron Shapiro. "We also scored our second goal.and took away their
begin to hear from other clubs as to level of momentum," Anderson said.
interest. We are talking to the Twins reguVeronicl O'Brien started the scoring for
the Wildcats at the 43:37 mark. She outmalarly and continue to do that."
Puckett led the Twins to World Series neuvered several Black Bear defenders and
titles in 1987 and 1991 and is the most put a 25-yarder past UMaine goalie Allison
popular player in the team's history. Min- Snooks.
nesota general manager Andy MacPhail
UMaine'S best chances came in that first
once said he would be run out of town if 20 minutes of the second. They had opporhe allowed Puckett to leave, and the out- tunities on four straight corner kicks, but
fielder has repeatedly said his first choice failed to score.
is to stay.
"In the second half we worked more on
"It's not all business to Kirby," Shapiro possessing the ball and making runs at the
said. "He has feelings and emotions about goal," UMaine head coach Dime Boettcher
his community, and that has to be factored said.
in. But he has to analyze it as a business
issue
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UNH's second goal came of the foot of
Debbie D'Angelo from a pass from Amy
Rohrer at the 68:23 mark. The Wildcats
outshot the Black Bears 12-7 but UMaine
held the edge in corner kicks 7-0.
Snooks and Kirchner both madesix saves
each in net.
The Black Bears finished the season at
4-11 (1-3 in the North Atlantic Conference) while winning three of their last five
games.
Boettcher saw a lot of positives in the
young teams frequent struggles this season.
"This team learned a lot of lessons this
year," said Boettcher."They saw the next
level of play and can now take that experience and play through to that level next
year.
"We've seen the fruit of the first two
years of building a varsity program players
arc starting to step up their play and become better," Boettcher continued.
"We lost a few one goal games that
put us to the test under fire. Hopefully,
with more home games next year, we can
take that next step and win those one goal
games."
The Black Bears will have the talent to
work with next year as such key players as
Snooks,forward Rhonda Pelkey, midfielder Christina Contardo,and back Nicole Kimball all return to the team in what looks to be
an exciting season next year.

Be sure to vote on
Tuesday.

Giant Sucking Sound
Come to ROSE BIKE and
hear the Giant Sucking Sound
of our inventory flying out the
door at ultra low prices.

10% off parts and accesories with this coupon.
Good 'til Election Day

Rose Bike
36A Main St. Orono
866-3525
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•UMaine men's soccer
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Sports Writer
With their 1992 season w aiding down to
a halt,the University of Maine men's soccer
team has maintained one impressive statistic all season long.
Following the Black Bears four losses
this season, they have come back to win
their next game all four times,a statistic they
were trying to preserve after a North Atlantic Conference loss to the University of New
Hampshire this past weekend.
The loss not only prevented UMaine(84-3 overall) from gaining a position in the
NAC Championships, but one could only
wonder if it would put a damper on a very
successful season.
"I was very concerned that we weren't
going to be ready for Connecticut," Dyer
said."I felt that we were flat and it took us
a while to get into the flow of the game."
The Blue Devils, on the other hand,
entered Wednesday's game with a 6-7-2
record overall, and are mostly noted for the
two women that play on the team.
But it appeared that the Blue Devils
relied on the combination of an enthusiastic
coach and a scrappy offense to carry them
through the season.
At the start of the game,the Black Bears
looked as ifthey were still feeling the effects
of the loss to UNH, when they allowed
Central Connecticut to carry the ball into
their defensive zone early into the game.
It wasn't until the 33:10 mark ofthe first
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half that the Black Bears came to life,
when
UMaine's first- year sensation Jake Ouime
t
scored on an unassisted goal that beat
the
Blue Devils goalkeeper to his right.
The goal was Ouimet's twelfth of the
season tying him with Ben Spike, who held
the Black Bear all time scoring record
with
12 in 1987.
";couldn't be happier for Jake,"Dyer said.
"He's been a big part of our success, and I'm
proud of what he's accomplished this season."
Ouimet's goal appeared to have take!
:he wind out of the sail of the Central Con
necticut defense because 40 seconds later,
first-year standout Mike Dunphy tallied his
fifth goal of the season.
Dunphy received a diagonal pass from
teammate Peter Ellef, dribbled in, on the
goalkeeper and slipped one home for a 2-0
UMaine advantage.
The Black Bear scoring onslaught would
end 2:48 seconds later when Ouimet would
score his second goal of the game and thirteenth ofthe season(a new UMaine record),
from Dunphy.
first half(and the game) would end
up with UMaine holding a 3-0 advantage,as
the Black Bears played ball control in the
second half.
Black Bear Notes:
• UMaine goalkeeper Seb D'Appolonia
made four saves on the day in recording his
seventh shutout ofthe season,improving on
UMaine's Jake Ouimet(9) in action versus Central Connec
his five shutouts of last season.
ticut. The first-year
player
scored two goals Wednesday to set the school's single
• Ouimet finished the game with four
-season goal
record at 13.(Kiesow photo.)
points, for a total of 28 on the season.
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goal record; Bears roll 3-0

New on the URSUS System

If you are a Zoology/

Biology B.A.Student
arc majoring in Medical
Technology or Medical
Cytotechnology
you arc required
take
and pass the JUNIOR
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
EXAM.
If you are a Junior (or
Senior who has not passed
I this exam), it is required
for graduation.
It will be offered on
Wednesday,November
4, 1992 @ ipm in 102
Murray Hall.
I

Expanded Academic Index(EAI)
Indexes 1,500 scholarly & general periodicals
Covers the past five years
Replaces InfoTrac
Maine Union List of Serials(MULS)
Periodical holdings for most Maine Libraries

Your Comments are Needed
The University of Maine System, Bowdoin, Bates and
Colby were given a grant to add EA1 & MULS to
their catalogs. The grant requires your participation.

1. Try EA1 & MULS.
2. Fill out a questionnaire for one or both.
3. Return questionnaires to the Reference Desk.

I

,,,t,,tionnaires aailahle at the Reference Desk & near the first floor l'RSIS Terminals

I
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Blue Hens

from page 21

Bill Curry,normally a cornerback, will slide
Of the healthy bodies on the Black Bear
But the true driving force behind the
into MikeII's position, with Fred Guions sideline,tailback Ben Sirmans appears to be potent Blue lien attack is quarterback Bill
and Anthony Jackson sharing time at the the most important to the UMaine attack. Vergantino. The senior has rushed for 275
corner spot.
The senior has run for 677 yards on 159 yards and eight touchdowns, while passing
Quarterback Emilio Colon, who is now carries, six of which have been for touch- for another 1,110 yards and 10 scores.
seventh on the UMaine career passing list downs.The bruising senior has run for 100+
"He's the no doubt the premier quarter(2,653 yards)in just his sophomore season, yards in four of the Black Bears' seven back in the league," Ferentz said. "He's a
has a sore knee, as does linebacker Ron games.
terrific athlete, an intelligent leader, and he
Springer.
Delaware features a runner similar to has the ability to make something out of
On the positive side, cornerback Larry Sirmans in both style and result. Fullback nothing on a play. He's the guy that makes
Jones and defensive lineman Todd Park Darryl Brown, the 1991 YC Rookie of the 'em go."
both could see action this week after sitting Year,has carried 94 times for 554 yards and
Consensus All-American defensive back
out the 11Conn game. Both players are suf- two touchdowns this season in leading the Warren McIntyre heads up the Delaware
fering from knee injuries.
conference's top-rated rushing attack.
defense. The Blue Hens' captain has 28

tackles and an interception after leading the
nation with nine picks last season.
Making the Black Bears task even more
difficult is the fact that Delaware has an
active streak of 10 consecutive YC wins,
dating back to Oct. 5, 1991, when they lost
a 45-28 decision to the University of New
Hampshire.
The Blue Hens have also won nine consecutive games on the road, which makes it
look like the Black Bears are heading for a
long day.
Maybe snow isn't such a bad idea after
all.

New Brunswick
c

from page 21

But even without Peter Ferraro, presenttie will play the left side on the top Black
ly the HE's leading scorer, the Black Bears Bear line, which is centered by Hobey Baker
will have plenty of firepower heading into candidate and UMaine captain Jim Montthe series.
gomery (0-2-2) and includes Chris Ferraro
Hockey East Co-Rookie of the Week (1-1-2).
Paul Kariya, who has impressed observers
The Black Bears will start junior Mike
with his spectacular playmaking skills, Dunham(1-0,3.00 goals against average)in
has three goals and an assist after two net Friday, with senior Garth Snow (0-0-1,
games.
3.00) getting the call Saturday. Walsh said

that is the way the goalie rotation will look
at least for now.
"With two such talented goaltenders,
we can afford to alternate them and give
them necessary rest," Walsh said.
The Black Bears will keep the same
veteran defensive pairings as they used
against Providence.
Dan Murphy paired with Chris Imes,

Maine Campus classifieds
help wanted
International Employment-':
money teaching English abroad
Japan and Taiwan. Make $2,000$4,000+per month. Many provide
room & board+other benefits!
Financially & Culturally rewarding! For
International Employment program
and application, call the International
Employment Group:(206)632-1146
ext. 15067
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also available. Call Collect (514)861-3335
$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college Tshirts and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales Time=4-6 hours. Choose from
18 designs. Smaller/Larger quantities
avail. Call 1-800-733-3265.
Wall Street careers-Brokerage/
Investment Banking/TradingOrder your profiles on top 20
investment firms. Includes contact name, address & phone
Send your name, address & $20,
check payable to: Wall Street
Data Partners, 230 West 55th
St.-Suite 20E, NY, NY 10019
Jump start your career!
Want to travel free, earn cash
and resume experience?
Students and Organizations call
Coliege Tours to join our team!
We have 25 years experience,
great prices, hotels and destinations. Call 1(800) 959-4SUN.
Late night cleaning person, five
nights a week, part-time, some
flexibility. Call Tom 581-1814.

miscellaneous
Seamstress: ,
' .i ' .. ,-. t-_,), c
ence, replace zippers, hemming, etc,
Will pick up + deliver. Call Jeanne
827-5115.
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays, special occasions & parties call Exotica 947-4406.
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters, sold and installed. Sony, Pioneer,
Ryie. Souncishapers 942-7688.
Orono Thrift Shop. From Main,
take Pine, 2nd rt onto Birch. Wed
11-4 & Sat 11-2.
TYPING-Resumes, papers, letters,
etc Great quality, reasonable rates.
866-7674
This weekend at Geddy's-ELLTGIF.
Gotta score to settle, "Grudge"
matches. You can win up to $300 in
prizes- $25 in Geddy's money,
Geddy's t-shirt, Geddy's sweatshirt &
Geddy's V.I.P. card. Matches start at
9p.m. aa_t; Hallomania, Heaven and
Hell party $ 25 drafts. Tooter special.
Research Information-Largest
library of information in U.S.
19,278 topics-all subjects. Order
catalog today with Visa/MC or
COD. Ordering hot line: 800-3510222. Or, rush $2.00 to Research
Information 11322 Idaho Ave
#206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025
For Sale: A 20 gallon tank, large
heating rock, and fluorcsoent lamp. $75
or 8/0 Call 866-7106. Ask for Laura
5..un Splash Spring Riga 19.1!!
Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida from $119. Book early save
$$$! Organize Group Travel Free
1-800-426-7710

Matt Martin with Jason Weinrich.and Andy
Silverman with Lee Saunders.
Walsh said newcomers Dave Macisaac
and Jacque Rodrigue may also see some
action in the series.
But, Walsh is convinced is team is in for
a battle this weekend.
"They could be the best team in Canada," Walsh said."We have to be ready."

Stop. by-the basement.of.Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

roommates
Housemate wanted to share nice,
clean, quiet home. On bus route in
Orono. $300/mo. 866-7674.
Housemate needed Old Town.
170/mo.+util. + 170 dep. Grad or
serious student. 3 people total
827-7897 or x2101
Roommate wanted $265 Incl.
everything on bus Rt. 2 mi. from
campus. Private, own bdrm, very
nice. Call 827-3178.
Female roommate wanted to
share 2 bdrm apt. 1/2 mile from
campus. 233/mth inc. heat+hot
water. 866 5q0E,

lost & found
FOUND: Prescription glasses w/
black frames & a gold stripe across
top. On walkway by York apts. Call
1273.
FOUND: In weight room two men's
rings, one has military inscription.
Inquire in Army ROTC office x1121
FOUND: Book at Hilltop Market.
I
Classics of Moral & Political
Theory, Also a blue notebook wjit.
LOST: Gold chain w/ #55 charm.
Lost in football weightroom.
Reward if found. Call 866-7339.
LOST: Casio 7700fx graphing
calculator. Left in Barrows Hall
computer cluster. Must have it
back. Call 581-8158
LOST: Fluorescent green and black
key ring with dorm key and bike
key. Please call if found. Ext. 7609.
LOST: Pearl gold-frame glasses in a
pink case. If found, call 581-6965

LOST: Gold cross off of chain 10/
16. Call Don at x7845. Reward
offered.
To place your FREE lost and found
ad, stop by The Maine Campus in
the basement of Lord Hall or call
581-1273, Mon-Thurs 9am-5pm
& Fri 10am-4pm

apartments
2 Bedroom apt. Surlueo: and yard
heat and hotwater included. Old
Town $510/mo 827-4990.
Old Town Quiet modern 1BR apt.
Perfect for a couple $400mo.+elect.
Cali 827-5036 or 827-7797 must
see.
Spring sublet-Orono Washburn
Place. 2 bdrm-full basement heat/
HW incl. Avail. Jan-May $660/mo.
866-7038.
Orono-Cozy 2 bdrm Apt.-easy
walk to campus, clean-$400 mo.heat+hot water included. 8664502.
1 bedroom, modern furnished
apt in excellent location. Avail.
now R in 'An. VOIV to Unit . ,t4cn
945-5810.

hersonals

r-

Shan-Smile' its almost November
and good things come to those
who wait
To the doiphin who swells my
ocean-How 'bout we get
scrambled?-A dance man
Happy birthday, Kitten. A!! rni)
love, Nooki
Happy 22 EU I Luv Bean +
Theecheesey 1
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In the wake of an uprising, UMaine
students tell what it's like to be gay
In September of this year, when
Neal Snow was dismissed ,from
the Air Force's Reserved Officer
Training Corps for being homosexual, the isssue of gay rights
surged to theforefront of the university community.
Such a debate couldn't be
more timely. The Sept. 14 issue
of Newsweek magazine featured
an analysis of backlash against
gays: hate crimes are on the
rise. Homosexuals are facing
hatred and anger in schools,
city halls and the workplace.
Oct.27,NBC's prime time news
program Dateline also produced a segment on gay hate
crimes.
Closer to home,in Portland,
53 of the 70 hate crimes reported in that area over the last
two years were gay hate crimes.
In February, a 33-year-old gay
man suffering from AIDS was
chased by three youths who
threw rocks at him

he didn't immediately sense
anything out of the ordinary.
According to Brian, the girl
left quietly shortly thereafter.
After the meeting, he went to
the Bear's Den and saw many
residents from his floor sitting
together. They stopped talking
when they saw him.
"I guess they had told her it
was an EMT meeting or
something.. they tricked her

This fall Rob was threatened
and harassed by two members
of UM athletic teams. The athletes were brought through university channels and subsequently punished. Nevertheless, it requires a tremendous
amount of energy to continuously fend off violent attacks,
be they verbal or physical he
acknowledged.
Michael Gaboury, a senior

Union. Until recently, the
shades were drawn during
meetings. Not now.
"We are very happy the curtains are up," Heather said,
"but people still walk by and
stare."
One of Heather's problems
with homophopia is that fear
and ignorance embrace stereotypes. For example, the stereotype of all lesbians being male

Jody Myers
)
Magazine Staff '0.'n ter
Ten days later, another gay
man was beaten severely by
ten men. Eight other hate
crimes followed. Casco Bay
Weekly newspaper's latest issue chronicles the struggle to
pass an ordinance barring antigay discrimination in housing,
employment and credit.The ordinance, most readily opposed
by the Christian Civic League,
will be voted on Nov. 3.
At UM, gays and lesbians
read these accounts and know
next time it could be them. But
the climate is changing, people
are talking,and more and more
individuals are flinging open
doors, refusing to hide in a
closet.
Here are some of their stories, thoughts, and feelings
about being gay at the University of Maine.
"HUMOR"AND HATRED
Brian is co-chair of Wilde

66
"People think, 'If I
scream fag the loudest, no one will think
I'm a fag."
—Brian Thompson
Stein, the gay/ bisexual/ lesbian support group on campus. At the beginning of the
year during a Thursday night
meeting, a woman from his
residence hall came in and sat
down for a few minutes. Brian
knew she was straight,(not homosexual) but as meetings are
not restricted to just gay people,

Joe Nadeau and Brian Thompson,on the roof of the Memorial Union Nadeau is holding an issue
of The Aduocate, a national gay magazine that picked up Neal Snow's story. (Kiesow photo.)
into coming."
Word spread fast among
RA's and RD's and other residence halls."I was hurt because
no one ever came to me," said
Brian.
Conditions have since improved in Brians's residence
hall and the individuals who
were responsible for the "joke"
have apologized. But Brian
won't soon forget being the
expense of another's laughter.
"Often people think sexuality is who you sleep with, and
that's the smallest aspect of it.
But people want to focuson the
titilating part," he said.
Brian continues his efforts
to organize, shape, and guide
Wild Stein this year, and he's
believes sexuality is shaped by
emotions and character.
"You should not define your
sexuality by who you're sleeping with," he said.
Rob Dionne is a resident assistant on campus. About once
a month people scrawl messages of hate on his door. Once
a month is an improvement.
"Sometimes I can deflect it
and some days I can't," he said.

at UM who is also gay,believes wanna-be's with short hair.
gays are scapegoats for soci"Actually, the gay commuety, that much of societal rage, nity is as eclectic as any heteroand hate for unrelated isssues sexual community.There's GO
is focused on gays.
PRIDE,a republican gay group.
"Gays are an outlet," There are "lipstick lesbians,"
Michael said. "It's also groups who would be like your typical
that attack gays. What one sorority chick."
wouldn't do alone,three to five
"There are athletic women,
people would do."
crunchy women, people who
Brian agrees with Michael. actually "pass" as straight."
"People think, 'If I scream
I-leather was raised in a large
fag the loudest, no one will Fundamentalist family that althink I'm a fag"
lowed "absolutely no tolerance
outside their set norm."
INDIVIDUALITY
Whereas her siblings are supHeather is a senior at UM. portive of her being a lesbian,
She is also a lesbian who con- her parents staunchly maintain
siders herself "out"(not secre- homosexuality is anti-relitive about being gay)to every- gious.
one except her parents. For
"Yes, I do want to marry. I
Heather, like virtually every like the idea of monogamy,"
other gay person,"coming out" said Heather, who generally
is a process of deliverence, of dislikes bars as pick-up joints.
feeling free and at ease with "I value traditional ideals even
herself. Her journey is still be- though I've modified or thrown
ginning,and she prefers not to some out."
use her full name or her picHeather attended a bible colture.
lege one year before transferHeather is the treasurer of ring to Maine. There,a student
Wild Stein. The group meets was promptly "kicked out" beevery Thursday at 6:30 p.m. on
Continued on
the second floor of Memorial
next page

.'
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Continued from
previous page
cause he admitted to being homosexual. Heather believes
such incidents unfairly alienate
people from religion.
Joe Nadeau, a senior music
major at UM "came out" as an
early teenager. His family and
peers have been supportive.So
has his church.
Joe also recently spoke
publically about being FrancoAmerican and Gay.His remarks
were printed in the Bangor Daily
News. "Two members of my
parish, that I didn't even know
called me and said
they were proud
of me."
Presently Joe
doesn't feel obligated
to
choose
between his sexuality and his
spirituality.
Heather cannot afford to
e mbrace
fully a reli-

gious practice that rejects whom
she chooses to love. But she's
pleased with where she's
headed.
"I used to think lesbian wasan
ugly,dirty, word.Now I love it."

said."It's like erasing someone
from the crowd who may have
identified with me.I don't think
people realize in a group of
any size there's a strong possibility someone there will be gay
or lesbian."
RAISING AWARENESS
While coming out may be a
Some gay men and lesbian major turning point in
women choose to come out someone's life, Royal is quick
gradually,first to close friends, to explain its importance.
family,(sometimes the families
"To look at coming out as a
might be last to know)and co- one time occurence is to diminworkers.Others come out very ish what coming out means.
publically, hoping to blaze a It's an ongoing process."
clearer trail for gay youth risRoyaldoesn'texpect all people
ing up behind them.
do deal with homosexuality isRoyal Fraser was a member sues positively, he just wants
of UM's swim team when he them to "deal with it, period."
decided he really couldn't
Michael said, "It takes so
tolerate "slanted com- many years trying to figure it
ments" any longer. Dur- out ourselves, then lay it on
ing a swim team meet- our parents. I don't expect eving, members where en- erything overnight."
couraged to write comNeal Snow is arguably one of
ments and complaints the most visible gay students on
anonomously on a piece campus. Dismissed from Air
of paper which would be Force ROTC because he admitread by other team- ted to being homosexual,Snow
mates.
hasreceived a barrageof press,in
The woman addition to the press conferences
drew and rallies he volunteered for.
who
Royal's paper He has been featured in the Adread every- vocate,a national gay magazine;
thing except his he has been on radio and T.V.
comment on shows. Scores of newspapers
hurtful gay jokes have written articles about him.
during practice
Snow, a member of Senior
and on the bus. Skull Society, and Alpha Phi
Royal said "I Omega fraternity was recently
think you forgot voted 1992-1993 Homecoming
to read this" King at UM.This week he was
and read it officially disenrolled from
ROTC,but he hopes to return.
himself.
"I'll be back. The policy will
"I was looking at a sea of change, either through a new
blank faces," president,executive order,or a
law in congress," Neal said.
Royal said.
"You know, years ago, hoTeam Captain Scott mosexuals were given dishonBadger later orable discharge.People's lives
approached were just destroyed.They'd go
Royal, saying apply for jobs after and be
he "admired turned down,"Neal said."But
him for his cour- we are changing public opinage'in speaking ion."
Neal does not have "dishonbefore a heteroorable discharge"on his record.
sexual crowd.
Neal recently met with UM
"That was
great, but he President Fred Hutchinson to
assumed it discuss the climate of
wasa hetero- homophobia on campus. "The
sexual policycan change overnight,but
crowd," climate can't. And thefocus isn't
Royal really policy, it's climate."

Wilde-Stein Co-chair Jill Harmon attends to
business in the Wild-Stein office, located on the
third floor of the Memorial Union. Neal Snow is
shown at left out of uniform, and below befoce
his ROTC dismissal. (Kiesow photos.)
THE FUTURE
The gay community,like any
other community is diverse,
filled with individuals driven
by their own ideals and goals.
However,gays and lesbians are
unquestionably together on the
issues of hate crimes, discrimination, and personal
pride. These issues
face all races,all nationalities,all ages.
As the author
was finishing this
article, a couple
not associated with
The Maine Campus
walked through the
office to place an advertisement. Before leaving,
they stopped to
look at the magazine pages arranged on a
nearby
table,
ready to print.
Hearing footsteps, they left,
shutting the door
behind them.
And with an ear
against the door,
the author listened to muffled
laughter and
jokes until she
couldn't hear
anymore,
knowing there
is still a long
way to go.

Examining campus policies
In 1973,The Wilde-Stein Club received official recognition as a student organization at
the University of Maine. It was an issue surrounded by controversy and dcbate. Twenty
years later, the group remains focused on providing support,education, and awareness for
gay, lesbian, and bisexuals at UMaine.
The university, under the tenure of Dale
Lick, adapted the non-di3crimination policy
on campus to include sexual orientation. It did
not pass quietly, but it passed.
Dr. Sue Estler is co-chair of the Committee
for Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay concerns. The
group is an administrative one; it was created
because, according to Estler, there seemed to
be "lack of safety" on campus for gays wishing
"to be out." The climate was such that gays
feared physical harm and job loss.
It's not enough to be part of policy," Estler
said.'Legislation isn't enough. What'simportant
is how we raise awareness in the community."
Heather, a lesbian featured in the profiles
above, feels generally safe on campus. She
doesn'tfeel threatened physically,butshedoes

believe the campus climate, as anywhere, could
use some improvement.
"We were at an information booth during Coming Out week, and a girl walked by and said
'(expletive)faggots.' Now,that's noteveryone,but
still. she said
Estler believes the current climate is steadily
improving. She said people are discussing gay
issues more than ever before,but physical danger
for gays remains a threat.
"The bottom line is, it's about violence," said
Estler. -The majority of people in our culture will
not beat on gay and lesbian people, hut there's a
large enough minority that it does happen."
The lesbian /bisexual/gay committee tries to
combat violence mostly through promoting education and awareness. They do this by bringing
keynote speakers to campus,funding groups and
activities that sponsor related projects, and purchasing gay literature for the library.
Estler hopesawareness willalso convince more
adults to come out,therefore providing more role
models for gay youth.
Estler said the committee does have its limits.

-People have lots ofexpectations.It's unrealistic to expect any committee can change the
climate singlehandedly," she said.
Director of Campus Living Scott Anchors
said the university is presently reviewing its
policy on gays living at University Park.
Presently,only married couples are allowed
to live there;since same-sex marriages aren't
recognized by the State of Maine, homosexual couples aren't allowed to use the facility.
Anchors said the issue is being examined
now,and that a vote on such a policy would
necessarily involve the entire University of
Maine system.
"Thecam pusclima te could be better,there's
no denying it," Anchors said. He also said the
university will continue to do what it can to
improve the climate.
The most accurate judgement of campus
climate,however,tests with those whoexperience homophobia and harassment on a daily
basis. Their struggles and victories are the

ultimate barometer.
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ForumForumForum
Is homosexuality morally right or wrong?

1

Mark P. Marston

Brian Thompson

Campus Crusade for Christ

Co-Chair of Wilde-Stein

Is homosexuality moral or is it amoral? Is it a
nonmoral issue?
We must be willing to set aside temporarily
the question of what actions are right or wrong to
focus on a more basic question: What makes an
action right or wrong?
Whether homosexuality is right or wrong depends on the standard, the basic norm by which
actions are judged. What yardstick should we
use to judge whether an action is moral or immoral? If we say there is right or wrong,then we
appeal to something outside of subjective humanity.
Christian ethics is firmly absolutist, based on
the character ofan unchanging God "who cannot
he"and is outside of humanity.Morality is objective, not subjective, discovered not created. A
problem for relativists is that they seem absolutely certain relativism is true.
Because of the love of Jesus Christ, morality is
not a mere legalistic assent to a written code;it is
the love of a concrete person. The guide line is
The Bible, a propositional statement of personal
concern that calls for personal loving response.
This response must not be forced, love can be
commanded, but not demanded, people make
their own choices. The moral law was never
intended to make man moral, any more than
yardsticks were made to make people grow taller.
The Bible was simply given to show us God's
standard.
So then,does society demand moral values by
a consensus of elite individuals, popularity, the
majority or the government? Look at Nazi Germany. Maybe morality is determined by some
subjective, intuitive feeling? If so, then the door
is open to anarchy and everyone doing what
feels good. What about slavery 100 years ago?
Was it a moral issue? If one says that it wasn't
right,than isn't one using a bigger measure than
time or culture? Why were those peoples' "inalienable" rights violated? If values and morals
are relative, why then do we feel a sense of
universal value of life?
Is homosexuality a moralissue? Yes.Is it moral?
Examine the validity of your yardstick.

Christina Cash
English

"Depending on
your personal
morals, I believe
it's very right."

Major points
Morality is neither
discovered or created.
Morality is represented by God,and
the Bible is the
guideline for God's
standards.

I Morality determined
by intuitive feelings
opens doors for
anarchy.

versus
Sexual orientation
has nothing to do with
morality.
The Christian Bible
should not be the sole
resource for all
morality.
Homosexuality is not
morally wrong;the
spread of hate and
violence is. I

The question of whether homosexuality is
morally wrong implies that somehow, heterosexuality is morally right. Itseems ridiculous that
any sexuality has a lock on morals,or thatsexuality has anything to do with a person's morality.
The character and conduct of an individual
should be the focus when examining morality,
not sexual orientation. Yet, many feel that homosexuality is an affront to the "morALsof America."
Nothing could be further from the truth.
Gay/lesbian/bisexualfolk are noless"moral"
than our heterosexual couterpaits. This truth has
notstopped the anti-gay movementspearheaded
by religious fundamentalists. The religious right
are a powerful and misguided group who use
religion and The Bible to justify hatred and oppression.
Perhaps you've heard of some of the names:
Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson, and Maine's own
Jasper Wyman are just some of those who have
made it their mission to spread homophobia and
ignorance.
The Bible is the prime tool of these men.They
are quick to point out that The Bible says homosexuality is a sin. They fail to mention references
condemning homosexual behavior only total six,
and references condemning heterosexual behavior are just, if not more,numerous.
The Bible also claims wearing dothing made
from morethan fiber,and eatingshellfish are also
sinful.
The Bible cannot be taken literally. It also cannot be the only resource with which to set moral
guidelines.
Unfortunately,such misuseofa holy book and
the religious right's constant attack on the gay!
lesbian /bisexual community casts all religion in
a poor light. People, both gay and straight, are
alienated from their churches and synagogues.
Such condemnationfastersan attitudein which
violence against gays is allowed, and in many
cases, encouraged. This leads to an even more
benficial and pertinent question: is HATE morally wrong?
The answer is perhaps one we can all
agree on.

Tom Michaud

Vinnie Dickinson

Alex Rigenback

1111%
tit 4,74

Electrical
Engineering

Civil Engineering

Joumalisn-

Fttbur

Senior

Senior

Junior

"One of my
roomates has
strong opinion
toward homosexuality, but I
try to keep my
views separate. I
feel it's OK."

"It's freedom of
choice."

"I think sexual
orientation has
nothing to do
with morals."

*Editor's note: Approximately 20 people were approached Thursday afternoon before the above
individuals finally
agreed to be polled. Usually, no more than six people decline.
Many agreed to be photographed, but changed their minds after listening to the question. One
woman said, "No. Do
you think I want to get beat up?"
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Cole Museum honors pioneers, transportation
leastcontribute tothe aspirations director, said.
of children," he said.
Kjensad said that the unit in
Even if you're not much into the museum of the most importrucks and tractors,the museum tance to transportation might be
has something for every visitor the Linn Snowplow because it
There is a place where you regardless of age.
has tracks on it originally develcan sit on wooden benchesfrom
For example, the one acre oped by Alva Lombard. Those
the turn of the century Union building had to be constructed tracks were the patten by which
Street Train Station and walk on around the Bangor and all other track, such as those on
cobblestonesfrom under thedim Aroostook Railroad's "Ameri- tanks, descended.
light of old street lamps. Wel- can RaiIlan" locomotive and its
To Kjenstad the Kenduskeg
come to the Cole Land Trans- caboose which visitorscan climb Hand Pumper is the most importation Museum.
inside.
portant.
"It shows that people solved
their problemstogether and they
still have to," he said.
Concrete mixers, baby buggies,a few hearses and sleighs,a
World War II military vehicle,
and classic carsare mixed in with
the vast display of fire engines
and farm equipment.In all,there
are over 200 units which have
been donated.
"I think the big thing is the
200 people who have donated
(items)," Cole said. "We
wouldn't have a museum if it
weren't for them."
Among those donating items
has been the University of Maine
Agricultural Engineering DeA display of the engine of a train that used to run from Bangor partment.
The Portland Steamer #836
to Aroostook.(Kutz photo.)
used to be able to pump 1,100
Thefaceofthe original Enfield gallons of water a minute before
The museum,located on the
from which A. J. Cole it came to rest at the museum.
in
Station
opened
in
Bangor,
Road
Perry
May of last year in honor of the originally began his transporta- The steam locomotive was used
pioneers in Maine land trans- tion business hauling mail, cre- as a fire pumper and had live
portation,and has been wowing ates a post office in a corner of steam piped through it to keep it
the public with the largest col- the museum. Visitors can go in ready.Once it wasat a fire,it had
lection of one company's evolu- the station and hear theold trains to be lit on fire itself in order to
tion in vehicles. The museum whistling,see old maps and an- pump water.
A Sargent Sno-krroller rehas possibly the largest collec- tique equipment like the crank
visitors of the challenge
minds
works.
really
which
tion ofsnow removalequipment, phone
roadsduring Maine winclear
to
of
sense
and
nostalgia
The
the
a "bone shaker" bicycle ago. The
oldest in America - and many history ir the building can easily ters, even long
of big
made
were
s
snowroller
other oddities unique to Maine. be felt by walking around the
inframes
iron
with
wheels
oak
's
blacksmith
old
-Maine has been very kind to displays of an
side.
the
of
one
to
talking
by
or
our business," Galen Cole, shop
"If there is one unit people
founder and president of the many volunteers.
"I don't think there is a most come to look at,it's the first tracCole Family Foundation,said in
said."The Model
explanation of why he started favorite attraction. Not one unit tor," Kjenstad
into a tracturned
be
could
car
T
oththe
than
gets more attention
the museum.
sold for
which
kit
a
with
tor
museum
Kjenstad,
Lowell
"We hope to challenge or at ers,"

By Deanna L. Partridge
Magazine staff writer

$99.50from Searsand Roebuck."
"Irs important to me because
it got farmers to think tractors,"
Kjenstad said.
The museum houses strictly
Maine vehicles, like the jigger
wagon which was a Maine invention.
A display of sleds shows the
evolution of how children of
days gone by passed their time.
"The double runner sleds
were as common as fleas on a
dog," Kjenstad said.
In addition to all the vehicles,
two large walls outline developments in Maine transportation
history.
In the back of the museum,
tall partitions form a collage of
photos from the late 1800s onward.
According to Cole, there are
over 2,000 photos on display at
the museum as a result of writing to every town and library in
the state.
Cole hoped thatstudentsfrom
the university would have the
incentive to visit the museum.
"They will never see or appreciate these vehicles if they
nevercomedown," hesaid."We
went to every corner of Maine to

Transportation relics preserved at the Cole
Museum.(Kutz photo.)
get the real early history of Maine
land transportation."
The museum, which serves
25,000 visitors a year, is open
daily from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
until Nov. 11.

Local bands at Damn Yankee worth the price
By Beverly A. Gabe
r Magazine
over
Staff
Writer

Feedback was the controlling
factor in the performanceofthree
bands last Saturday night at The
Damn Yankee.
Adrenaline Mother, Every
Poor Daughter's Son,and Nicotine Sneeze were plagued and
blessed by the fickle feedback
issuing from the sound equipmentat the show. The Off-Campus Board sponsored event was
coordinated by Chris Nelson,
a.k.a. "Norm," and for the majority of the time required
soundman acrobatics to keep it
under control.
Adrenalin Mother took the
stage first and were the first to
experience the fire sermon
squeals. After baffling through
twosongs plagued by sound difficulties, Adrenaline Mother
launched itselfinto a foggy cauldron which embraced distortion
and utilized feedback as its
fourth instrument. Descend ins
quickly,the band took the audience on a musical ride to the
netherworld Guitarist Michael
1 iv land hunched over his guitar

letting coils of brown cascade
hisface,adding to the heavy
darkness being emitted from the
stage. After much wandering
and tangent trekking, the band
re-surfaced with a Doors-inspired ending. Another high
point of the set was a brilliant
cover of "I Shot The Sheriff,"
which disgruntled drummer Jeff
complained no one would recognize.Infecting mellow,reggae
sty-lings with speed metal thrash
while preserving the original
guitar riffs, Adrenalin Mother
left thecrowd with something to
remember.
Next to take the stage were
Every Poor Daughter's Son.
Erupting into their firstsong,lead
singer Mike Bourassa catapulted
his trademark head gear onto the
stage and wailed through a bannerset. The band displayed clean,
precise guitar lines, throbbing,
but not buzzing bass pulses,and
skillful drumming combining
with the virtual lack of feedback
to produce the best performance
of the night. I3ourassa's vocal
phrasing were well suited for the
live performance due to the fact
that with sound problems, the
audience didn't get a chance to
hear such poetic lyrics as, "I got

mv new record machine/ It always keeps my eight tracks
clean." Using changes in vocal
toneand delivery oforiginalsong
work,Every Poor Daughter'sSon
engaged the audience and filled
The Damn Yankee with a sound
notoften heard around UMaine's
band circuit — charisma. The
band also added The Clash's famous,"Should I Stay Or Should
I Go" to their repetoire. Like
Adrenaline Mother before them,
Every Poor Daughter's Son sped
up their cover and maintained
the songs original merits. The
band ended their performance in
a flurry of leaps, crashes, and
bangs,sealing their reputation as
a band which is ready, willing,
and able to kick butt.
The five-member Nicotine
Sneeze were the last to perform
but were smothered by the reoccuring feedback problems.
Otherwise exhibiting expert guitar work, Java and Donnie
O'Quinn were bested by the distractions of the sound problems,
shining in only isolated incidents The usually gravelly,
harsh vocal of Steve Kurth were
muffled and barely audible, hut
the dnim work and bass lines
played together were the high-

light of many song-. Nicotine
Sneeze motored its way through
a cover of "The Ace of Spades"
by Motorhead, then reversed
and down-shifted to a soft ballad where Java serenaded a
group of huddled fans.
TheSaturday nightshow was

66
Erupting into their first
song, lead singer Mike
Bourassa catapulted his
trademark head gear
onto the stage and
wailed through a banner
marked by triumph, in Every
Poor Daughter'sSon'srivitingset,
and tragedy, with Nicotine
Sneeze's stifling sound difficulties. And although plagued,
Adrenaline Mother turned a
nemisis into an ally with their
brilliant use of feedback. Audience members agreed, the show
was well worth the price.
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University Singers: a tradition of excellence

r

them in 10-part harmony. People about everywhere: churches,
loved it, some joined right in," schools, universities,cathedrals
said University Singer's Presi- dating back centuries.
dent Chris Cooley.
Cooley rememberssinging in
"I mean, it doesn't matter," a cathedral in Switzerland, on
Two years ago, the Univer- he said. "We'll sing anywh
ere." Lake Geneva. "The acoustics
sity Singers spent spring break
Thedesire to"sing anywhere" were just incredible, it brought
performing in New York City. is what makes Univer
sity Sing- tears to people's eyes," he said.
Their most memorable perfor- ers the talented, spirit
ed, wellThe University Singers is
By Jody Myers
Magazine Staff Writer

The University Singers, under the skillful direction of Dr.
Dennis Cox, prepare for their upcoming concert Nov.
15 at 3 p.m. at the Maine Center for the Arts.
mance,however,was notamidst traveled team it is today.
Under
bright lights and big city.
the skillful hand of Dr. Dennis
It was an impromptu concert Cox, who Cooley claim
s
on a ferry in New York harbor "breathes life into the
group,"
while circling the Statue of Lib- the Singers have performed
all
erty.
over Europe and America.
"We sang the National AnThey have given concertsjust

1492 Myth or majesty?
By Scott W.St. Clair
Magazine Staff Writer

MPAC week included were a enactmentofColumbus'adventure,
lectures,discussions,poetry readColumbus hasbeen the big his- ings,music,film,and an infor
matory lesson for elementary school tion table/video.
studentsfor a long time,but now
A protest on the steps of the
the myth is being debunked as it Memorial Union brought
to life
was earlier this month.
the ancient story of 1492.
The Maine Peace Action ComMPAC presented "What It's
mittee(MPAC)sponsored a week Like To Be Discovered" to
proof events, "Debunking The Co- test the 500th anniversar
y of Co-lumbus Myth." Theseeventscov- lumbus' voyage. This presen
taered the Indians' side of the 1492 tion effectively used white
to rep"discovery."
Continued on
Some of the events during the
page 8
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unique in that over 50 percent
of its members are not music
majors. Cooley is a nursing
major.
According to Scooter Haas,
alumni coordinator for the Singers,the common denominator is

talent. He is presently working
on a masters degree in astrophysics.
"There's a lot oftalent and the
people are dedicated, and that
enables us to do music other
groups normally can'tdo," Haas
said.
Haas also enjoys the University Singer's vast repertoire."We
do everything,"he said,"classical, jazzy,'50s ..right now were
doing a Hebrew piece and a
Beethoven mass."
According to Haas,the Singers' fall concert, which will be
held Nov.15 at the Maine Center
of the Arts, will include a piece
called "Cheek to Cheek," featuring some lightchoreography.
Often, movement and expression are added to performances
to liven them up.
The University Singers have
also produced their own compact disc, which Cooley conceded, was a "major undertaking." He said the disc,which features a variety of music styles
ranging from classical to modem,hassold fairly well.It is available at the University book store.
Both Cooley and Haas agree
Director Cox is the driving force
behind thegroupssuccess.Cox's
philosophy is teamwork,and its
a message members don't t. ke
lightly.
"It's like a sports team...but
you don't get benched. Every
person counts. If one person is
missing, it changes the style of
the group," Cooley said.
Cox believes teamwork is the
only road to excellence. "Moral
is everything. We are building a
team. By definition, those folks
are sharing goals," he said.
Ultimately, Cox is investing
in the UniversitySingers'future.
"With regular touring,traveling
abroad, connections in the
group, morale, and team spirit,
students become our best
recruiters"

Vampire movie best
left to the liundead"
By Mark Tetenman
Magazine Staff Writer

For the record, I like vampires. I've read many vampire
novelsand storiesand haveseen
every vampire movie from
Dn2cula to The Lost Boys. Naturally when Innocent Blood came
to the theatre Iran right outand
saw it. My mistake.It wasoneof
the worst moviec
seen,and I haveseensome really
bad movies.
Iwould liketosaysomethiing
nice about Innocent Blood. The
only redeeming quality is that
it's set in Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh is a nice city. I visited
Pittsburgh this summer and
some of the scenic shots were
very nostalgic. But don't waste
time seeing the movie;instead,
take a trip to Pittsburgh
What is wrong with the
movie? Well,the story is pretty
stupid. Anne Parillaud plays
vampire Marie who roams
around Pittsburgh looking for
a good meal.Butshe's very particular about who's blood she

willsuck,and findsa nicesource
offood in the local mob.Unfortunately,when she dines on Sal
Macelli (Robert Loggia), the
mob kingpin,she doesn'tfinish
her mealand Salbecomesa vampire, too. Marie and her cop
lover chase Sal around town as
he turns all of his boys into
undead bloodsuckers. Along
the way there is also a gratuitous ..e.•A skene between mane
and thecop.Parillaud hasa great
bc,dy,but the nude scenes highlightthefad thatsheis notgood
enough as an actress to make a
movie in which she keeps her
clothes on.
I reallyexpected a betterfilm
from director John Landis. He
directed An American Werewolf
in London,which isan outstanding werewolfflick What he was
thinking thistime,Idon'tknow.
I do know that one could find
betterthingsthan Innocent Blood
on which to spend $6.75.
It doesn't make sense. Varnpilesin Pittsburgh isa greatconcept, but this movie —no pun
intended— sucks.
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Headspirs

by Beverly A. Gabe

A review of the latest tapes, albums and CDs
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Animal Bag, a group that seems to make no sense at all.
Animal Bag
Self-titled
Didya ever notice how some
bands have names which make
absolutely no sense at all? Ned's
Atomic Dustbin, GWAR,
Screaming Trees...huh? Animal
Bag at first seem to be in this
category, but with a listening to
their self-titled debutalbum,the
name makes perfect sense.
Animal Bag launches itself
on the musicscene with a schizophrenic mix of songs that draw
comparisons with many of
today's heavyweights. The Red
Hot Chili Peppers, Faith No
More, and Jane's Addiction are
all bands that are echoed in the
performance collection of Animal Bag. But don't get the impression that Animal Bag is easily placed in a labeled slot and
left to collect dust, their songs
range from hard and heady
grunge to light and clean acoustic.
"We're aiming at trying to be
unclassifiable.We have a diverse

following,from 14-year-old girls
who mightseesomething attractive to the guys who want to
slam and stage dive," says Luke
Edwards,the dread-headed vocalist of Animal Bag.
The foursome from North
Carolina erases musical hound-

Michael Stipe (lead singer
of R.E.M.),and being a band
dominated by women have
all contributed to making
Magnapop a huge success in The
Netherlands. With the release of
their first full-length album,
Magnapop hopes tocontinue that
trend in the States.
In the summer of 1991,
Magnapop was approached by
Michael Stipe to perform at the
New MusicSeminar wherea Belgium label, Play It Again Sam,
would hear them and propel
them through numerous soldout tour dates and the release of
an Ep,"Sugarland." Lead singer
Linda Hall, a platinum blonde
siren, attended art school with
Stipe, who later approached the
band after a concert.
"He came to see our show in
Athens, it was Ruth's (Ruth
Morris,lead guitar)first gig and
hecame up to her afterand asked
if he could produce the first
record," said Hall.
"I was completely freaked,
I've always been a huge R.E.M.
fan," Morris said.
One of the more obvious facets of Magnapop is the dominanceof presence that Linda Hall
and Ruth Morrisbring to it. With
Hall delivering her panting, almost divinely flat, vocals and

"Sometimes it feels like your
whole gender betrays you.
People freak out when they realize Ruth is the only guitar player
in the band. We wanna ignore
the fact that we're girls but at the
same time we wanna tell other
girls it's OK to just be who you
are," says Hall.
Good advice from a woman
whose band is on the verge of
major international recognition.
Magnapop returns home from
their gestation in The Netherlands with an album of 11 purely
brilliant pop songs, calling out
for the tired, poor, huddled
masses ofdisillusioned pop fans
and embracing them in the global hug of Magna pop.

Animal Bag...
a schizophrenic mix of songs...
,!
aries and brings together all
people in the recognition ofquality sound emission. From the
urgent, left-of-center, "Darker
Days," to the pleasantly didactic,"Hello Cosmo," Animal Bag
proves that their brand of music
is a whole new breed.
Magnapop
Self-titled
Sharing the stage with Nirvana,Sonic Youth,and Dinosaur
Jr.,having close personal ties with

Morris bumping and grinding
her way through approaching
then retreating guitar riffs
Magnapop shows itself to be a
stereotypically, unfeminine
band. Then in the next musical
breath, asks,"Who the hell defined feminineanyway?" Noone
who had been fortunate enough
to hear "Merry," with its definite R.E.M.influences,"Spill It,"
the female echo of Nirvana's
"Lithium," or any of the other
groundbreakers on the album.

From the bookshelf
sort of like Disney World with dinosaurs.
There would be rides,tours,displays and souvenirs. People
Magazine Staff Writer
would come and pay big
bucks because Jurassic Park
Fifty-million years ago dinosaurs ruled the was going to bring the past
earth. In movies they are depicted as giant,slow, alive and have living,breathstupid beasts. Modern scientific theory, however, ing, moving dinosaurs.
tells usthat perhapsdinosaurs were much smarter
There was, however, a
and faster than they are given credit for.
problem with this idea. The
Now, imagine these quick, intelligent dino- past is over and cannot be recsaurs coming to life at the end of the 20th century. reated. The dinosaurs developed by InGen were
This is the premise of Michael Crichton's novel too hard to control because not enough is really
Jurassic Park.
known about them. The insights of mathematiNow everyone knows that dinosaurs don't ex- cian Ian Malcolm and his chaos theory demonist anymore except as the avian species into which strated where Hammond's thinking went amiss.
some dinosaursevolved.Buta rich old man named Malcolm's role in this novel provides some fasciJohn Hammond owned InGen,a biotechnological nating philosophy.
research company.InGen developed a method of
Jurassic Park is an outstanding book from start
cloning dinosaur DNA into actual dinosaurs,and to finish. It is perhaps Crichton's best novel, auHammond released the tremendous commercial thor of The Great Train Robbery and The Andromeda
potential of this breakthrough. Although he had Strain. His tyrannosaurs and velociraptors prono desire to use the research to help his fellow vide more than enough frightening nightmares
man, he did have a great desire to yield a profit and the book gives an interesting perspective
from it.
about dinosaurs. Read Jurassic Park today, you
Jurassic Park was supposed to be a theme park, won't be disappointed.

By Marc Tetenman

Magnapop,a group from the Netherlands hoping for success in the U.S.

Campus Paperback
Bestsellers
1.

The Firm by John Grisham

2.

The Indispensable Calvin and
Hobbes by Bill Watterson

3.

Life's Little instruction Book by
Jackson Brown Jr

4.

A Time to Kill by John Grisham

5.

Sum of All Fears by Tom Clancy

6.

Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People by Steven R. Covey
Saint Maybe by Anne Tyler

7.
8.
9.

The Road Less Traveled by
Scott Peck
Needful Things by Stephen King

10. Daisy Fay and the Miracle Man
by Fannie Flagg.
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The Maine Campus Magazine's top five twenty-five:
Five people you'd like to see as president
Jody Myers
Arts Editor

2. Brent Littlefield. Yes, I know in the White House than it is of one awhile before hitting thecampaign
you're probably saying,"Oh deiu of the downs that actually wants trail, at least until Tony
Lopez's
Lord, how unbelievably scary/ the job.
knucklesareremoved from hisface.
1.Gloria Steinem. Why not?The wonderful!" I'd like
Brent to run so
4. Boner Earlier in the year, I
4.RossPerot's psychiatrist.Anywoman is well educated,well trav- I could provi
de all the neat dirt to wrote a column about my Boston- one who hasthe patiencetolisten to
eled, well versed in public policy, the media and
become more fa- sports-loving roommate, Boner. all the paranoid and hairbrained
and—what else?—she's a good mous than
I undoubtedly will al- Now,anytime I go out with him, ideas of Perot can certainly deal
journalist. We need a woman in the ready be. I'm
waiting Brent...
some one neither one of us knows with the problems of the country.
White House now.
3. Maynard Jalbert. Yes,I know comes up to him and says, "Hey,
5. For anyone who read my last
2. Fred. Hutchinson,that is. We you're probably sayin
g,"Oh dear nice article." It seems to me he has Top 5 you already know who one
need to havea good 'ole Maine boy Lord, how unbeli
evably., who is thefollowing(ifnottheintelligene'e) of my choices for president
would
in that Oval Office. Although, if he?" Jalber is
t not only a beacon of to be the Prez.
be (if not see Chad Firm's Top 5).
Frt d leftcampus,we'd probably be truth and justic
e in this society, he
5. Kathy Ireland: If Opinion Hey,I mighteven becomea cabinet
subject to another parade of mo- can give you all thechr
tonIRAsand Editor Mike McLaughlin can have memberunderthisadministration,
rons trying to be UM's president. CDs.Plus,he's
also my roomieand his island of Cindy Crawford maybe something like
the SecreStay put,Fred.
a little sucking up never hurts.Goto clones,than Ishould be allowed to tary of Domes
tic Affairs.
3.Oprah Winfrey.She'soneda% the Credit Union and
urge him to vote for Ireland, the Sports Illusact. She'd make politics into a talk run.
tratedswimsuit model with thegorJoe Sampson
show and everyone would stop
4.My,this list is turningoutto be geous,um,eyes. And besides, I'd
City Editor
everything at 4 p.m.to tune in.
quite eclectic. Next is Rush make an excellent First Man.
1. Ross Perot, without his delu4. Geraldo Rivera. He talks in Limbaugh. Even thoug
h I don't
sions
of persecution. I wonder,is it
tacky sound bites anyway. Amen- agree with just about
anything he
Mike McLaughlin
just me or is Perot a little Napoleon
cam mightactually understand the hastosay,and I would
n'twanthim
Opinion Editor
without the jacket? It is sad when
issues: "And we'll be back for the to win,he'd be fun
in a campaign.
the person I may vote for for presislimy, sucking, scandal... (pause
5.Myfinalchoice isanyone who
1. Dana Carvey. This way we dent is a little dictator. But then,
for effect) the Savings and Loan iscompetent,honest
he
,intelligentand don't just have to decide on one hasn't invest
igated me,yet.
screw-up!"
lovesthe media,ie.,someonewhom candidate.We'vegotGe
orge Bush
2. Richard Nixon, why not? If
5. No one. Hah! Mahem and I'll never see in my
lifetime.
and Ross Perot all wrapped into we votein Perot,why notexcha
chaos and bickering and
nge
one. Most of the presidents are all one dictator for another?
screaming...and that would be just
Besid
es
Chad Finn
actors anyway, we might as well TridcyDick had betterrela
the Congress trying to figure out
tions
with
Sports Editor
pick somebody who's good at it. I China then Perot.
why no bills had been vetoed...
guess if you're a Clinton freak,
3.Micheal Reagan,formerMairre
1. Deion Sanders:In the words thischoice"would n'tbe
prudent." Campus writer and inflammatory
Melissa Adams
of comedian/Nike spokesman
2. MacGyver. Think about all specialist. We need some
Editor
one in the
Dennis Leary:He'sstealing bases, the money
the United States Oval Office that isn't afraid to
be
he's scoring touchdowns, he's would save on
defense. Wecould outrageous. And if one President
1. Murphy Brown. Yes,I know walking his baby,
he's reducing get rid of all of our MX missiles Reaga
you're probably all saying, "Oh the deficit..,
n was good,then how about
and whatare you do- and hi-tech Stealth fighter plane
s, two? Besides it's obvious we need
dear Lord, how unbelievably ob- ing? READ
ING THIS NEWSPA- MacGyver could kick any forei
gn more conservatism in thiscountry.
vious!"Well,maybe notthat...but PER!
army's butt with just a roll ofduct
I agree, yes it is obvious. And yes,
4. Paul Tsongas.This candidate
2.Shawn Walsh:PuttheUMaine tape,a stick of chewi
ng gum and had the BEST economic plan of all
she is fictional, but if the current hockey coach
alone in a room with a jacknife.
(give us a few days)VP can pick a Saddam Husse
of 'em. Why wasn't that an issue
in for 10 minutes,
3. Joey Gamadie. I figure he when he was in
fight with her, I can make her my and Iraq would
the race?
con le outa democ- might be thinking about a
career
president. Not only would she tell racy.
5. Joe Sampson. If there is one
change right about now. Even person that I
everybody where to go,she'd tell
know would hold all
3. Dana Carvey: The "Saturday though he lost
his last fight, he still of my beliefs and trust, it
them how to get there as well. Night
would
Live"stardoesuncannyimi- has a better recor
d in his field than have to be Mr.Sampson. Unfor
She'd also probably lead us into tationsof
tuboth Bush and Perot,and any of the candidates
do in theirs. nately heisn't35 yet,although heis
nuclear annihilation.
it's a much less scary image of him However,
he might want to wait getting real close,real
fast.
Continued from
made peace with them. Many "Native
Americans and The "savages."
page 6
Americans who are not classified Legacy Of
Columbus."
resent conquers and black to asnatives
Several titles exist that beflavesomeIndian blood
This event featured a panel of little Nativ
represent the sadness and pro- in them which
es, in Steven DoumeansthatIndians Wabanald people discu
ssing the glas Neuwirth's book, The
test. Thisevent asked the audi- are no longe
r a separate part of title issue.
ence to "question the 'virtue' America,
Imagined Savage: The American
but a slice of American
Some of the points discussed Indian and
ofconquest,RESPECTthe VIR- culture.
the New England
by the Wabanalci Indian panel Mind
TUE of RESISTANCE," as one
(1620-1675);Stelio Cm's
The MPAC events presented a were Colu
mbus' pre-voyage life The Noble Savag
poster said.
e: Allegory of
fresh new sidetothestory to make which
portr
ayed him as the com- Freedom; and
Another posterdisplayed the people think
in David
. The approach was mon man of poor
fact that in 1492 there were 50 strictly from
parents.
Marbury-Lewis'book The Savthe side of the naThe
lecturers said Columbus age and The
million Native Americasand in tives, but
Innocent. There are
most Americans have had a problem
understanding numerous other titles that
1992 only 1 million.
learned the story from the Euro- Nativ
use
e Americans, he thought words
In 1992,however,Indians in pean point of
that damage the freeview already.
they were animalistic.
America have become part of
dom of Native Americans.
"The truth lies with the
Yet, Columbus was not the
society in some ways. In the people...,"
Several other points were
MPAC member Karen only man of his
time to think of brought up at the
time since Columbus' voyage, Dolan said.
lecture which
the Indians as less than human.
European settlers(or trespassbelittled Columbus' myth, but
Another style MPAC used to
Many writers of the five centu- for
ers) have fallen in love with convey its messa
the first time stepped over
ge wasshown in ries since Colu
mbus' discovery the line and told
Indians,fought with them,and the Controvers
the truth about
y Series luncheon have called Nativ
e Americans the explorer.

1
a)

Published number of nuclear warheads
in U.S. stockpile...22,500
Published number of nuclear warheads in
British stockpile...300
Published number of nuclear warheads
in Soviet(1989)
Union...33,000
Published number of nuclear bombs expl
oded on earth for testing...1,792
Number of arms control treaties worldwide
since VVWII...19
Total casualties in the War in Southeast Asia.
..211,438
Total casualties in the Civil War...646,392
Total casualties in the Spanish American War.
.4,108
Number of Japanese Kamikaze suicide miss
ions in WWII...1200
Number of U.S. ships sunk by Kamikaze plane
s...34
Number of U.S. casualties caused by Kamikaze
planes ..15,000

